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ABSTRACT
This topical report by Research-Cottrell, Research & Development Division
addresses the progress made during Phase II under the Department of Energy contract
DE-AC21-88MC24258, the testing and evaluation of Electrostatic Agglomerator.
The objectiveof this contract was to investigatethe removalof SOxand particulate
matter from direct coal fired combustiongas streams at high temperature and high
pressureconditions. This investigationwas to be accomplishedthrough a benchscale
testingand evaluationprogramfor SOxremovaland the innovativeparticulatecollection
concept of particulate growth through electrostaticagglomerationfollowed by high
efficiencymechanicalcollection.Theprocessgoalwasto achievecontrolbetterthanthat
requiredby 1979 New Source PerformanceStandards.
Research-Cottrell's Research& Development Division(R-C R&D) was the project
manager of this team effort by R-C R&D, AVCO, and Research-Cottrell's Western Air
Pollution Control ResearchLaboratory. AVCO Research Laboratorywas a sub-contractor
to R-C R&D for the design and construction of the combustor test facility. AVCO
Research Laboratory projected significant cost overruns and Phase II was restructured
to use R-C R&D's Western Air Pollution Control Laboratory (KVB). R-C, KVB was
assigned the task of combustor construction and was responsible for providing a test
facility. R-C KVB operated the combustor and gas cleanup system located at its Santa
Ana, CA test facility. Research-Cottrell, Research and Development Division was
responsible for the overall testing and evaluation effort of the hot gas cleanup unit
including the design and construction of the electrostatic agglomerator and high efficiency
cyclone.
During Phase I, the designs of the combustor and gas cleanup apparatus were
successfully completed. Hot gas cleanup was designed to be accomplished at
temperature levels between 1800° and 2500°F at pressures up to 15 atmospheres. The
combustor gas flow rate could be varied between 0.2 - 0.5 pounds per second. The
electrostatic agglomerator residence time could be varied between 0.25 to 3 seconds.
The Phase I Final Report (completed in March 1989)addressed system integration
and economic analysis of a DCFT system. A sensitivity study of parameters such as
DCFT turbine temperature and pressure, ESA residence time, ESA power consumption
and the sorbent cost and sorbent rates was performed. The introduction of hot gas
cleanup system on a 207 MWe DCFT plant using limestone increased the cost of
electricity form 80 mils/kWhr to 85 mils/kWhr for realisticassumptions of ESA parameters.
Phase II (completed February 1992)of this R&Dcontract was for fabricationof the
combustor and ESA components, erection and integration of the system at the KVB Santa
Ana facility and shakedown testing of the electrostatic agglomerator. The contract ended
prior to SO2removal studies. Therefore SOx reduction will not be a topic of discussion in
this report.
i '
In Phase II, ali components were fabricated, and erected successfully. Test data
from shakedown testing was obtained. Unpredictable difficulties in pilot plant erection and
shakedown consumed more budget resources than was estimated and as a
consequence DOE, METC, decided it was best to complete the contract at the end of
Phase I1. Parameters studied in shakedown testing revealed that high-temperature high
pressure electrostatics offers an alternativeto barrier filtration inhot gas cleanup but more
research is needed in successful system integration between the combustor and
electrostatic agglomerator.
lt was determined in Phase II testing that coal derived fly ash melting point is an
important variable as well as particulate stickiness. Ash of low melting point and sticky
particles can plague successful implementation of barrier filters as well as high
temperature, high pressure electrostatic agglomeration. This research contract revealed





SECTION I: PROJECTOVERVIEWAND SUMMARY
I.1 Qbiective
The objectiveof thiscontractwas to investigatethe removalof SOxand particulate
matter form direct coal-fired combustiongas streams at high temperature and high
pressure conditions. This investigationutilized a bench-scale testing and evaluation
program for SOx removal, and an innovativeparticulate control concept that utilizes
electrostatic agglomerationfollowedby a highefficiency mechanicalcollector.
The process goal was to achieveparticulatecollectionefficiency better than that
required by the 1979 new source performance standards. An additional goal was to
demonstrate 70 - 90% SOx removal efficiencyby sorbent injectionnear the discharge
' zone of the combustor.
'_ 1.2 Background Statement
A commercial, high efficiency gas turbine burning low-cost coal is expected to
provide a significant cost reduction in the generation of power compared to conventional
petroleum based methods.
Earlier investigations in the 50's and 60's encountered problems related to
expander erosion and particulate deposition which prevented continued development of
!_ the technology. Recent developments that have overcome most of the earlier problemsinclude the following:
_! • The commercialization of high-temperature gas turbines.
• Coal benefication which provides a much cleaner fuel with lower ash and
sulfur.
® The development of hot gas cleanup devices from the pressurized fluid bed
combustor (PFBC) and coal gasification technologies.
• Basicdata characterizing the hot gas stream is available from the PFBC and
!!!11 coal gasification programs.
• Combustor innovationssuch asthe slagging combustor developed for MHD
which are now being adapted for retrofitting oil-fired boilers to burn coal.
t!p DOE has recently awarded contracts to develop a coal burning gas turbine to four
i companies:
JIP • General Motors is to develop a fuel system, combustor particulate
• separator, recuperator, and engine controls for useon turbine locomotives.
'11
• General Electric is to evaluate two combustor configurations for turbine
locomotives.
• Solar Turbine is developing a slagging combustor and other components
for cogeneration applications.
• Westinghouse will examine 100 MW class industrial gas turbines for
application in the electric utility sector. Westinghouse will first test with a
small scale 0.5 MW direct coal-fired gas turbine system, followed by a larger
prototype coal-fired combustor module tailored for the 100 MW
Westinghouse turbine.
Ali of these projects are attempting to produce a clean gas stream through
combinations of precleaned coal and combustion system features, lt is weil recognized,
however, that hot gas cleanup devices are important as a fall back position, and may
prove to be the key to bringing the direct coal fired turbine (DCFT)to fruition. Figure 1.1
shows a schematic of various systems using the DCFT concept.
A major body of operating experience in burning residual fuel exists in gas turbines.
Ash levels as high as .04%with another .05%of additive to inhibit vanadium attack, have
been tolerated by utility-sized gas turbines. This is a .09% total ash transported to the
expander, or 0.048 Ib/108 Btu. This is one reference point in judging the allowable
particulate carryover to the expander.
For the slagging combustor, the most difficult requirement to meet is considered
to be the NSPS for particulates. Even if ali the other requirements were met by the
_I!1 slagging combustor, an external device may be needed for particulate cleanup. The
required ash removal for burning of pulverized coal with an ash content of 10% is about
_ 99.7%. Burning of a precleaned coal with the ash content reduced to half of that, or 5%
iP requires 99.1% ash removal. A further lowering of the ash content of a precleaned coal
to 1-2% still requires a relatively high removal of 99.7 to 97.9%. Furthermore, sorbent
iii! I addition will increase the particulate removal requirements.For a Illinois No. 6 bit minous co l, Figure 1.2gives an example of the filter
!Jill!r requirement as a function of the assumed ash removal rate of the slagging combustor,
without the added sorbent. Added sorbent will demand even high6r levels of particulate
cleanup. As c n be seen from the table, questions remain on the ability of slag
i/ separators or cyclones to deliver 99.7% or higher efficiencies prior to the turbine.[ Efficient ash removal in the combustor is necessary to avoid damage and fouling
_ii of the gas turbine expander and to comply with New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS). Although claims have been made for PFBC applications on the ability of turbines
to withstand 100 to 200 ppm of dust burden if particulate is mostly below 5 microns, these
:_il apply to the temperature levels of 1500°F at pressure ratios around 10:1. For DCFT
applications where temperatures could exceed 2200°F, at pressure ratios of 15:1 and
4
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above, control of particulate at the 10-20 ppm levels may be more prudent given the
propensity for deposition, corrosion and erosion. A high efficiency particulate control
device ahead of the turbine can provide a margin of safety for turbine blades, while
simultaneously handling the NSPS regulations. Table 1.1shows the particulate control
requirements suggested by Westinghouse for the various particle sizes.
Although EPA has not yet promulgated any rules for direct coal fired gas turbines,
, it is expected that the New Source Performance Standards will apply. Control of
' particulate may well be the most important barrier to the commercialization of DCFi"s.
The Department of Energy has therefore embarked on a "fast track" program to develop
advanced hot gas cleanup technology for this specific application. This contract,
managed by Research-Cottrell, is one of those selected by DOE to develop a cleanup
system for DCFT's that will meet or exceed the 1979 NSPS.
Research-Cottrell's Research& Development (R&D) Division managed the design,
fabrication, testing and evaluation efforts of the electrostatic agglomeration concept on
a test combustor located at Research-Cottrell's Western Air Pollution Control Laboratory
in Santa Ana, CA.
1.3 Results and Ac(;omplishments
This report reviews the results of the Phase II efforts. Specifically, the following has
been achieved:
1. The electrostatic agglomerator and cyclone were fabricated and installed.
The agglomerator can accommodate residence times between 0.25
seconds and upwards of 3 seconds. The agglomerator was tested for
collection efficiency at a nominal 1800°F as an electrostatic precipitator.
Particulate collection efficiency was on the order of 97% using alumina dust
(2.9 #m MMD, GSD = 2.9).
2. The combustor for coal water slurry combustion was fabricated and
provided natural gas combustion capabilities. Complete shakedow__of the
combustor using coal water slurry was not within the available budget.
3. Complete component integration between the combustor, agglomerator,
and cyclone was accomplished. A particulate feeding system was
integrated within the combustor to provide particulate matter to the
agglomerator. A pressure control system, gas cooling system, and data
acquisition system were also installed to complete the operation of the
bench-scale test system.
4. Shakedown testing of the agglomerator at 1800°F was performed but
budget restraints permitted operation as a tube-type ESP only. Table 1.2
summarizes the collection efficiency data of the agglomerator in an ESP
ii
¢-
mode. Table 1.3summarizesthe physical test conditions employed during
shakedown. The concept of agglomeration by electrostatic means was not
tested.
1.4 Summary_.Conclusions.and Recommendation_
• A technical barrier evident from Phase II results is the fabrication of ceramic
electrodes. Corona producing discharge electrodes require a sharp radius
' of curvature (for example, nail tip) to generate effective corona. Also, the
assembly of a continuous ceramic electrode greater than 5 ft in length is
limited to the commercial oven size. Commercial fabrication of ceramic
components do not use ovens greater than 10 feet in length because of
fabrication problems. Novel engineering designs were employed in this
work to fabricate electrodes in two sections resulted in a structural
weakness at the connection joint.
• A technical barrier shared by barrier filtration technology and electrostatic
agglomeration is that not ali flyashes are solid at temperatures of 1800-
2500°F. The agglomeration concept is perhaps more restrictive because it
requires particles to be sticky (semi-molten) but not liquid. A non-sticky
particle that has a low electrical resistivity can result in poor capture by
electrostatic mechanisms.
• lt is recommended that the US DOE pursue studies on a smaller scale to
- address the range of coal-derived ashes that do not melt at 2500°F as well
as provide resources to study the range of temperatures and coal ashes
that result in sticky (non-molten) ash particles.z
• Electrostatic agglomeration studies can be pursued at a smaller scale to
eliminate the added complexity of integrating a complex coal combustor
with an electrostatic agglomerator.
This topical report contains detailed discussions of the major task elements of
Phase I1.
Section li discusses the scientific basis of the mechanisms involved in the
agglomeration concept for particulate growth through electrostatic applications. Key
concerns in the process such as thermal ionization and corona stability, the use of pulse
energization in overcoming the thermal ionization effects, the fragility of particulates as
they travel through cyclones, and the cleanability considerations at high temperature have
been addressed.
Section III discusses both the overall process design concept as well as the
combustor design and agglornerator design. Also, the evaluation of combustor design
to handle low gas flows using coal water slurry is discussed. The parameters of
temperature, pressure and flow rate ranges available for testing are presented. Also,
Section III discusses the equipment considerations of a high temperature, high pressure
. electrostatic agglomerator including pulsed energization systems.
_ Section IV discusses the design of the testing plan for electrostatic agglomeration
and presents the unanticipated problems as well as the corrective actions employed.
, Section V contains the results of combustor shakedown testing and electrostatic
agglomerators testing. Dueto problems encountered in the implementation of the testing
plan the electrostatic agglomerator was made into a tube type electrostatic precipitator.















This section discusses the various mechanisms involved in any agglomeration
process and specifically how the electrostatic force fields can affect inter particulate
contact and subsequent growth.
I1.1 Agglomeration Overview
Agglomeration is a process by which particles adhere upon contact and become
larger particles. The tendency of aerosols to form agglomerates is present in ali aerosol
systems and it is dependent on two factors, lt is first dependent on those conditions that
cause collisions between the aerosol particles; and second, once the collisions are made,
the factors that influence the adhesion of the particles to each other and the formation of
stable agglomerates. The term adhesion is used in the following discussions to imply
bonding among particles, as well as to the collector surfaces.
FactorsaffectingInter-ParticleConta_
In order for inter-particle contact to be achieved, particles must move relative to
each other due to the imposed forces. The efficiency by which inter-particle contact is
achieved is the key to successful agglomeration. A brief discussion of various external
for es in aerosol coll ction mechanisms is described belo .
I Brownian Mqtiqn
i small (sub-micron) particles are subjected to inter-particle contact byVery
Brownian diffusion fields resulting from particle concentration gradients. The theory of
particle coagulation by Brownian motion hasbeen pioneered by Smoluchowski, Zebel and
I has been shown to increase with particulateFriedlander. The collision probability
concentration, lt was also pointed out in the studies by Smoluchowski that polydisperse
aerosols tended to agglomerate faster than monodisperse aerosols. Also, large increases
I in coagulation rates were noted in particles that carried some electrostatic charge.
I ElectricalSeparationForces
The application of high, external electrical fields on charged particles is the
I underlying operating principle for commercially available electrostatic precipitators.Particles charged by the corona charging mechanism migrate towards the collector
electrodes where they agglomerate into dust layers. These layers are dislodged by
J rappers into the hoppers for subsequent removal. The higher the particle charge and
t applied electrical field, the higher is the particle migration velocity towards the collectori electrodes. The inter-particle contact is primarily achieved at the collector (grounded)
i_ electrodes where adhesive forces are important.
8
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Both theory and experiments have clearly demonstrated that in electrostatic
precipitators particle concentration near the collector electrodes can be as high as 20 to
50 times the inlet gas concentration after only a few feet of ESP collection zone. In a
precipitator analysis using the turbulent diffusion model, Feldman, Kumar and
Cooperman, have shown concentration profiles in ESP's as a function of particle
migration velocity and particle reentrainment factors. This previous work points out that
particles could be quickly concentrated at very high levels at the collector walls by the
application of high electrical fields on charged particles. The key mechanism with the
electrical separation force is that the controlled migration and subsequent concentration
of particles at the collector electrodes will result in agglomeration due to the forces of
adhesion described later.
InertialForces
In devices such as cyclones, particles are separated from the gas stream due to
the centrifugal force on them. The separation force on a particle is given by
Fr" = kmV2,
where k is a constant dependent on cyclone geometry, and m is the mass and V is
particle velocity. As can be seen, the decrease in spherical particle size form 10 micron
to 1 micron can cause a 1000fold decrease in separation force fop a given gas velocity.
lt is precisely for this reason that mechanical collectors rapidly loose their separation
efficiency for fine particles.
lt is therefore obvious that cyclones will not be efficient in promoting inter-particle
contact for smaller particles and therefore agglomeration of fines is necessarily limited
when using the centrifugal or inertial separation force.
Sonic Forces
The use of sonic force fields to agglomerate particles in the bulk gas stream has
been known for several decades. By applying sonic waves of sufficient amplitude and
frequency, inter-particle collisions areenhanced thus leading to particulate agglomeration.
A comparison of various force fields as a function of particle size has been made
by Whitby and Liu and is shown in Figure I1.1. lt can be seen that application of electrical
and sonic forces to particles results in particle attraction for a wide range of particle sizes.
The electrical force is comparable to gravitational force for particle size in the 1000micron
range. The gravitational force on particles decreases rapidly with particle size and the
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Factors Affecting Adhesion
The creation of agglomerates requires the presence of bonding forces between the
particles. Rupf has analyzed these forces which are described below:
- Adhesion by solid bridges
- Capillary adhesion forces
, - Attractionforcesbetween solid particles
Solid Bridaes
If temperaturein the solidaggregatesis raised,at approximatelyone-halfto two-
thirds of the melting point of the solid, the thermal mobility of molecules becomes so great
that diffusion will commence from particle to particle at their contact points. As a result
of this diffusion mechanism solid bridges form at the coordination points. This
mechanism is called sintering and is common in the steel industry. At still higher
temperatures the material 'Tlelts at favored points such as at roughness peaks, edges,
etc. Due to surface tension, melt is drawn to the contact points between the particles,
forming a liquid bridge. If the temperature is maintained the particulate aggregate is held
together by capillary forces at the liquid bridges as described below:
CapillaryAdhesionForces
A liquid in free motion, having a freely moving surface contributes to adhesion
between particles in various modes. These modes are described in Figure !1.2. In the
so-called bridge model (A) there is little liquid so that it retreats to the contact points
between particles where it forms discretebridges. In model C, ali cavitiesinthe particle
agglomerateare fi_iedwith liquidwhilein modelDthe solidsare completelyenvelopedby
a liquid. The modelB is an intermediaterange containingliquidbridgesas wallas areas
filledwith liquid.
lt is anticipated that only Model A will prevail for applicationand only the
mechanismfor liquidbridgesbetween particlesis described. In liquidbridges,the pull
of surface tensionat the contact lineof solid-liquid-gasacts inthe directionof the liquid
surface, andwetting causesa capillaryunderpressureinthe interiorof the liquidbridge.
Both contributeto adhesion.Analysisof the adhesionforcesdue to capillaryand surface
tensioncan be simplifiedby assumingthat liquidcompletelywetsthe solidparticlesand
that the particlestoucheach other.
Attr_c'tionF0rce_BetweenParticles
In addition to adhesive forces due to solid and liquid bridges, particulate
_,, aggregate,= 'iii agglomerate further due to inter-particleforces even in the absence of




- Van der Waal's forces
- Electricalforce betweenparticlesby charge attraction
- Electricaladhesiveforces by currentflow
- Adhesiveforcesdue to dipolemomentsof particlesin an electricfield
Van der Wa_l'_ Forces
The Van der Waal's forces are molecularin nature and act between any two
moleculesdue to the dipolemoments inducedin one molecule by the instantaneous
dipolemomentof the other. These forcesdiminishaccordingto the d"7lawfor distances
between moleculesin the twenty nanometerrange. Though extremelysensitiveto the
interparticledistancesdueto molecularnature,theseare knownto prevailinmicroscopic
bodies and depend criticallyon the true contactarea betweenthem. Van der Waal's
forcesare givenby Zebel as:
F-Aa/12Zo
where A isthe Hamaker constant,Zois the separationconstantand a isthe contactarea.
Forthe same particles,Van der Waal's forcescouldbe enhancedif externalforcessuch
aselectricfieldscreatesomesurfaceflatteningand increasethe truecontactarea. Inthe
electrostaticprecipitatorapplication,Van der Waal's forces would providesubstantial
adhesivestrength,and may also explainwhysmallparticlestend to holdtogethermore
tenaciouslycomparedto particles inthe 20 micronrange. Particlesbelow one micron
frequentlyshow tendenciesof spontaneousagglomerationaffected by Van der Waars
forces. Largerparticleswithdimensionsmuch largerthan one microncan stillprovide
significantVan der Waal's forces due to surfaceroughnesspeaks.
In the case of Van der Waal's bonding,thin adsorptionlayersat a thicknessless
than 30 A can effect significantmolecular attraction even for large particle sizes.
Adsorptionlayer effects at DCFT operating conditionsare most likely to be present from
coal ash and should not be ignored. The electricalmigration force caused by an
electrostaticmechanismswillhave the effectof reducingparticleseparationdistances
allowingfor increasedparticlecontact,thus increasingthe probabilityforVan der Waal's
attractiveforces.
Elec'trica!Adhesion BetweenParticlesend Collectors
Adhesion of particlesat the collectorelectrodesis an essentialelement in the
; operationof ESP's. Particlesmust adhere to each other and the collectorwalls so that
the agglomerated dust layer can be sheared off the collection surface into the dust
collecting hoppers. Electrostatic precipitation is inefficient if adhesive layers are not
formed, because the loose concentrated dust would otherwise be reentrained into the gas
stream. Adhesion of particles at the collector surfaces of barrier filters is also essential
in promoting a stable cake at the boundary for efficient particle sieving. Inability to form
stable dust cakes may be one of the important reasons why a barrier filter works well on
iii
one type of particulate and not on another.
Several mechanismshave been proposed on the adhesivebehavior of dust in
ESP's. Tassicker performed a literaturesurvey on this subject and presentedboth
theoreticaland experimentaianalyses.
Figure 11.3is a schematicof the dust layer on the collectingsurface of an ESP
subjectedto currentflow. The electricaladhesivepressureonthe dustlayerdependson
the appliedfield strength,the resistivityof dust,and the appliedcurrentdensity.
ElectricalAdhesionby Couloml_(_harges
The theory of aggregate formation by electrostaticforces in the gas stream
carrying aerosols has been developedb,, Smoluchowskiand Zebel. The strengthof
aggregates generated by electrostaticcharginghas been estimatedassumingpositive
and negativecharged particlesarrangedin a regularsequence, lt was shownthat for
particleswithoppositechargethe netforce is attractiveand conduciveto agglomeration
whilethe like charges repel and resistagglomeration.
Particles that are pulled off the dust layer by reentrainingforces usuallycarry
charges opposite that of particles arriving at the collector electrode. Particle
- agglomerationinthe bulkgas streamwilloccurdue to the presenceof such oppositely
charged particles.
In the following section a theory for electrostaticagglomerationis developed
utilizingthe conceptsdescribedabove.
11.2 The Concept of Electro_taticAgglomeration
The studyof mechanismsaffectingthe inter-particlecollisionand adhesionclearly
-- °,.,,.
point the following necessary conditions to form agglomerates: - .......
1. Conditions in any agglomerator must favor inter-particle contact.
2. Sufficient adhesive forces must exist to form larger agglomerates.
In the concept of electrostatic agglomeration both the particle collision and particle
adhesive capabilities are utilized to the fullest extent possible.
The ElectrostaticAgglomerator
In theory, the electrostatic agglomerator (ESA)will perform the following functions
essential for successful agglomeration and aerosol removal:





I 2. Provide precipitating/agglomerating surface for adhesion by electrical,capillary and molecular forces.
I 3. Utilize a smallervolume, as compared to an ESP, and permit the use of
high velocity gas flow to resuspend agglomerates for collection in a
downstream collector.
I Concentrator Section -Corona Generation
A Schematic of the proposed electrostaticagglomerator is shown in Figure 11.4.
The ESA consistsof a particle concentratorand a particle agglomeratorsection as
depicted inFigure11.5.The particleconcentratorsectionisdesignedto impartmaximum
particle charge by high electric fields and corona current. The purpose of this
concentrator (corona producing)sectionis to providethe maximummigrationvelocity
possibleso that aliparticleshavea highprobabilityof reachingthe contactingsurfaces.
The designphilosophygenerallyusedfor electrostaticprecipitatorscan be appliedhere.
However,gasvelocitiessignificantlyhigherthannormalprecipitatorvelocitiescanbe used
inthe ESA, because particlereentrainmentis nota concernas it is ina precipitator.This
allowsthe ESAto be much smalleras comparedto an ESP.
Since the main fiJnction of this section is particle concentrationand not total
particlecollection,highvelc,citiesthat resultinreentrainmentare affordableand may be
beneficialto the overallprocess. A sizing limitationof the concentratorsection is the
electrical migrationvelocityfor particlesin the sub-micronrange. Sub-micronparticles
have the lowest migrationvelocities. Sufficient residence time compatiblewith the
migrationvelocityof small particles will ensure maximum inter-particlecontact at the
contactwalls. Residencetime is a functionof dischargeelectrodelengthina tube-type
precipitator. Since migrationvelocitydepends on applied field strength and current
densitythe design goal for this concentratorsectionis to optimizethe applied corona
power.
An estimatehasbeen made on the appliedfieldstrengthandchargingcurrentsat
2000°F and 15.5 atmosphere operation. Data from an EPA sponsored corona
characterizationstudyinthe 1970's,conductedbyResearch-Cottrell,werecomparedwith
the estimatesof the currentand voltage usingtownsend'scurrent-voltagerelationship.
Both data and theory indicateda limitingfieldstrengthof 2.02 x 108volts/meter. At a
pressureof 15atmosphereand 2000°F,maximum collectingfield strengthof 2 x 10sv/m
was estimated. At this field strength, a minimumin collection efficiencyoccurs for
particles with 0.07 microns. Figure 11.6shows the collectionefficiencyof 0.06 micron
particlesatvariousresidencetimesat theseconditions, lt can be seenthat up to 99.89%
of ali0.07 micronparticleswillreachthe contactorwallsat a residencetimeof 2 seconds
in the agglomerator. For ali other particlesizes,the fractionwillbe even higher. The
most importantparameterfor sizingthe agglomeratoris the residencetime, whetherit is
achievedthrougha variationin gas velocityor agglomeratorlength. The ultimatechoice
,. may well depend on the considerationsof reliabilityand economics.
3.3
.... ,,F
While the stabilityofcoronausing direct-current rectifiedvoltages has been proven
up to 2000°F by Research-Cottrellat pressuresin the 15 to 20atmosphere range,pulsed
energizationwillbe utilizedto enhancethe stabilityat temperaturesinthe 2500°Frange.
lt is possibleto energize the agglomeratorwith a nanosecondpulse waveform
. whereby (1) stable corona should be achieved at 2500°F in either positiveor negative
poiarity, (2) pulse voltageswhich are two to three times the D.C. levels should be
possible, and (3) controlof the operating power is done by changing the amplitude,
frequency and widthof the pulsevoltages.
Agglemer6torSection
The intentof the agglomeratorsectionisto provideveryhighelectricfield_trengths
for charged particles and increased contacting surfaces for agglomeration. The
agglomeratorsectionshown in Figure11.5willaccomplishthe following:
1. Eliminatethe particlefractionsinthe 0.1 to 5 micronsize levels(exitingfrom
the concentrator)by agglomeratingthem further in thissection.
2. Promote further exposure of agglomeratedparticles with very high field
strengthto enhancebulkagglomerationandpromotecontactelectrification.
Also,to promoteadhesionby capillaryforcesat the contactingsurfaces.
". The agglomerator section consists of coaxial pipes with no corona forming
,- properties. The power consumption in this section is practically zero, limited only to
i thermally induced currents. The mechanism for charging in this section is by induction.
;. Particlesof negativepolarity will reach the positiveelectrode, reverse charge in less than
a millisecond,be charged positively,and acceleratetowards the negative electrode. By
L this mechanism, particle migration velocity as calculated in the earlier section is
| applicable, but with particles reversingcharge more often than the concentratorsection.
• lt is expected that fine particles will be preferentially retained in the collector surfacesI
i (both positive and negative) for adhesion by contact charging, capillary, and Van derWaal's f rces u tilth y become l rg enoughto be reentrainedas agglomeratesby the
drag forces on the particulate.
I 11.3 P_rameter$AffectingESA Performanc_
I The basis for ESA performance is effective inter-particle contact so that finerparticles can be enlarged for eventual capture in the downstream collectors. Based on
theoretical considerations discussed earlier, factors affecting the p_rformance are:
1. Charging and concentrating electric fields in the concentrator section.
t
I 2. Agglomerating electric fields in the agglomerator section.
i 14
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3. Gas velocitythough the ESA.
4. Nature of particulatematter
Chargingand ConcentratingField_in the ConcentratorSection
The concentrator (corona) section is designed by applying the charging and








Negative polaritywillbe appliedto the concentratorsection, because data has
shownESP performanceandmigrationvelocitiesto b9 higherwithnegativethanpositive
polarities.The resuspensionof particleswilldependon gas velocityand corona power.
° Sincegas velocity is an importantvariablefor determiningsystemcapital cost, it must be
maximized in conjunction with ESP power and geometry to provide a cost effective,
concentrator section. Discharge and collector electrodes are not variables due to sizing
considerations for the proposed mass flows form the combustor. However, gas
temperatures present a unique concern.
: A process that has the potentialto affect the electric field inthe coronaproducing
(concentrating) section of the ESA is thermal ionization.
Thermal Ionization
The problem associatedwith thermal ionization is the potential for excessive current
flow caused by the presence of an excessive number of thermally generated ions in the
combustion gases. In the extreme case even a small voltage applied to a heavily ionized
gas would cause runaway currents. Cooperman's _calculations however, indicate that
excessivecurrent should not beencountered up to 2500°F;the electrostatic agglomerator
program does not plan to operate above 2500°. Therefore, a process limitation because
" of thermal ionization is not expected.
Zcooperman, P. Spontaneous Ionization of Gases at Hiqh
Temperatures, AIEE Winter Meeting, 1963.
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If, however, the unexpected does occur, there are ways to deal with it depending
on the extent of the problem. In the extreme case, where an independent electric field
cannot be applied without provoking runaway currents, conditions actually exist which
favor self operation of the concept: In the charging section ample thermal ions would be
available to charge the particles, and in the agglomerating section, with appropriate
electrode spacings, the thermal ion space charge could be adequate to drive the charged
particles to the electrodes for contact agglomeration. Thus, even in the extremecase the
, ESA concept may be valid, although operation would be different from normal.
In the more likely case of little or moderate thermal ionization we have proposed
' the use of pulse energization to control the current flow. Pulse energization means the
application of short-duration fast-rising, high-voltage pulses to a DC base voltage. This
provides more degrees of freedom in controlling current production at a given base
voltage than in normal DC operation. For example, the DC base voltage can be set
below corona starting voltage and current generated completely under pulser control by
adjusting the pulse parameters of pulse repetition rate, pulse voltage, pulse rise time, and
pulse duration.
In theory, pulse energization can be applied as a control in a situation where
moderate thermal ionization may exist. In such a situation a steady DC voltage, even at
reduced level, may drive unwanted thermal currents. The use of controlled voltage
pulses, either alone or superimposed on a low DC base can reduce the thermal current
so that the net current is at the desired level. There is no physical reason to expect that
the added degrees of freedom provided by pulse energization will not allow control of
total current at the high temperature conditions where moderate thermal ionization may
exist.
In summary, it is believed that if thermal ionization exists it will not preclude the
application of electrostatic agglomeration although it may change the manner in which it
is applied. In the case of extreme thermal ionization where no voltage can be applied
without runaway currents, the agglomerator geometry can be adapted so that the concept
: is essentiallyself-operating. With moderate thermal ionization, where independent current
and electric field strength is required for optimum operation, pulse energization can be
used to control the net current production to reasonable levels.
_
If Cooperman's calculations are correct, then the worst we should expect is little
or moderate thermal ionization which may or may not require the use of pulse
energization for control.
Agglomerating Electric Fields in the Agglomerat0r Section
The purpose of the agglomerator section is to promote agglomeration of particles






2. Agglomerating electric field
Gas velocity in the concentrator will be maintained in the agglomerating section.
This will simplify vessel design. The agglomerator will consist of electrodes of alternate
positive and negative polarity, free of corona discharge. The coaxial pipe geometry
affords high field strengths because gas breakdown strengths are much higher with this
geometry. In the absence of corona, there will be no corona charging in this section.
Therefore, inter-particle contact will be primarily due to:
1. Migration of negatively charged particles exitingthe concentrator under an
applied electric field,
2. Reversalof charge (to positive) upon contacting either of the electrodes and
movement in the opposite direction. Both agglomeration and charge
reversal will take place at the collector electrode.
3. Agglomeration in the bulk gas stream by Coulomb attraction of positive and
negative charges.
The residence time in the ESAfor a given velocity will determine the agglomerative
effectiveness, lt will also determine the cost of pressure vessels.
.
Gag Velocity ThrQvgh the ESA
Reentrainment studies have been reported on particles with polydisperse size
distributions, lt has been found that the particle separation from surfacesdepends on the
diameter of particles, adhesive force of the particles, and gas velocity. Smaller particles
cling more tenaciously to collector surfaces by electrical, adhesive, and molecular forces,
and therefore reentrain less than the larger particles. Dry precipitators in boiler and
industrial applications reentrain larger particles in the 15-20 micron range more readily
above 5 ft/sec velocity for a given corona current density, lt is anticipated that higher gas
velocities in the ESA will preferentially resuspend those particles much larger than ten
microns. Since inter-particle contact and subsequent agglomeration will depend on
residence time, the gas velocity and residence time should be studied independently to
optimize ESA performance.
High velocity flow through the ESA is chosen as a design philosophy for the
following reasons:




2. Resuspension of particulate due to the high velocity is not a concern as it
would be in a precipitator because the resuspended agglomerated
particulate will be collected in a downstream cyclone.
Total resuspension of particulate is not essential.
N_ture of P_rticulate Matter
The particulate matter physicochemical characteristics that are important to the
electrostatic agglomeration concept are listed as follows:
1. Particle adhesion after contact: a) with the collector surface as well as b)
interparticle contact,
2. Particle size distribution,3. Robustness of particulate,
4. Stickiness of particulate.
p P_rti(;;leA_lhe_i0nAfterContact', When inter-particle contac occurs near or on the contacting surface by
ip electrostatic forces, the particles will adhere by mechanisms described earlier and
summarized below:
_!11 Particle adhesion due to the "sintering" effect will occur between contact points ofr particles. The operating temperature of hot gas cleanup application is in the 1600-2500°Frange which is already higher than two-thirds of the fusion point of most particulate
I matter. Tsao et al have reported agglomerating fly atendencies of
ash in high
temperature cyclone and concluded that agglomeration of ash by capillary adhesion is
the strongest mechanism at wall temperatures in the 1500°F-1650°Frange. Goldberger
had conducted tests on the collection of fly ash in a self-agglomerating fluidized-bed
burner and concluded that significantagglomeration and growth of bed particlesoccurrod
at temperatures as low as 1400°F. Tsao has also reported the particle size distribution
before and after agglomeration in the cyclone study. Mean particle size before
agglomeration was about five microns (80% below 10 microns) while it was about 30
microns after agglomeration. This data is very attractive in that inter-particle collision for
particles less than 10 microns is not high with cyclones in conventional practice and
agglomeration will be even higher by the use of devices that employ electrostatic
mechanisms.
In addition to the capillary adhesive forces which are likely to have effect on
particles in the entire size range, the Van der Waal and dipole forces will be enhanced at
high particle concentrations and high electric field strength. Particles in the 0.1-10 micron
range will be acted upon significantly by these forces. The corona current flow through
particle interstices will further enhance inter-particle contact at the collector.
lt is expected that the concentrator would not only have caused inter-particle
contact for particle growth in this section, but also provide the entrained solids with high
particle charge for the downstream agglomerator section.
P_rticle Size Di_tril_utionFromESA
Several independent processes of adhesion such as by electrical and capillary
forces are involved in the electrostatic agglomerator concept. There exists no prior
modelling effort on which confident prediction can be made with regard to quantities of
agglomerates formed under varying process and electrical conditions.
What is known, however, is that with high concentration of fine particles and high
turbulence, aerosols with sticking tendencies have formed large, mechanically stableaerosols under electrostatically precipitated conditions. Walker has reported that salt
cake (Na2SO4)aerosols, which are in the one micron size range and have formed stable
agglomerates in the 20 to 30 micron range. The same is reported on the agglomeration
of carbon black by electrostatic agglomeration. Carbon black aerosols, in the 0.1 to 2
micron range, are routinely agglomerated by an ESP into particles in the 20 to 30 micron
range.
I Self, has reported substantial growth of particulates in the sub-micron range usingalternating electric fields. The results, however, suggest that agglomeration by AC fields
is effective only with a high concentration of fines, lt should be noted that in the reported
work AC fields are used only for particle agglomeration in the bulk of the gas. The
: method submitted in this proposal depends primarily on agglomeration on the collector
surfaces, and additionally, charge reversal by induction affords Coulomb attraction in the
'li bulk. High initial concentrations are not a prerequisite with ESA, because these are
/" achieved near the collector surfaces by electrical separating force.
Our projections estimate that ali particulate below 10 microns will be agglomerated
to the 20 - 30 micron size levels. Particulate growth will continue to occur for particles
above the 30 micron size so that significant drop out from ESA is likely. Collection
p efficiency can be varied from 50- 95% by varying the ESA residence time and allowing
fallout within the ESA.
!111 Robustnessof the Agglomerated Particles
!I The ability of coal ash to remain physically intact during passage through a highvelocity cyclone is important. The body of experimental evidence to confirm particulate
robustness comes from the experimental study conducted by Pennsylvania State
i'I
University under DOE sponsorship2.
The experimental set up included a sonic device to promote interparticle contact
at room temperature. The agglomerated particulate passed through Mark li Andersen
Cascade impactor where the particulateswere separated. Both experimental evidence
and theoretical considerations confirmed that agglomerated particulate would indeed
withstand the shear stresses such as that imposed in a high efficiency cyclone. In
another study, Penn State found that agglomerates will hold together at decibel levels of
170, which is equivalent to particle velocity of 150 ft/sec. Cyclone velocities would
typically be in the range of 70 to 100 ft/sec.
The above experimental evidence willalso apply to the electrostatic agglomeration
concept, where the force fields are electrostatic instead of sonic. Furthermore, the ability
of agglomerates to hold up at high temperatures increases due to the presence of
liquidus species in the coal ash.
The test data discussed above is substantial experimental evidence to warrant
confidence in the agglomerator concept. The next step is demonstration at DCFT
conditions such as that proposed in the subject contract.
,Stickinessof Particulate
At the high temperatures of DCFT exhaust, the particulate could be sticky and
conventional cleaning methods may well be inadequate for cleaning the electrostatic
agglomerator. Conventional rapping methods may be ineffective, and could damage the
components due to high impact stresses.
i
Non impact devices such as sonic horns are likely to be most suitable for removing
sticky ash for DCFT applications. Use of sonic horns to remove sticky ash is not new.
Since the early 70's sonic horns have been used for the removal of metallurgical dust
from perforated plates and duct work. Applications in cleaning the discharge and
_ collecting electrodes, hoppers, and fluework have been successful on pulp and paper,
cement, and power plant electrostatic precipitators.
A frequency of 200-300 hertz at decibel levels up to 130 dB are typically applied.
This vibration apparently imparts dislodging forces on dust without impacting materials
on which dust has deposited.
2George, W. and Reethof, G., "On the Fragility of Acoustically
Agglomerated Sub-micron Flyash Particles," Transactions of the ASME
Journal of Vibration, Acoustics, Stress and Reliability in Design,








An overall schematic layout of the nominal 1 MMBtu/hr high temperature, high
pressure combustion facility is shown in Figure II1.1. The facility consists of a reactor,
located inside of the laboratory building, connected to the electrostatic agglomerator
assembly positioned on a concrete pad outside the building. The reactor is a down-fired,
vertical combustor with the exhaust exiting perpendicularly above the ash collection pit.
The flue gas passes through the electrostatic agglomerator which consists of a particle
concentrator and a particle agglomerator section and then passes through a cyclone.
The flue gas next passes through a quench chamber, a heat exchanger, and a pair of
pressure control valves. Finally, the products of combustion are filtered through a
baghouse before being discharged into the atmosphere. A more detailed schematic of
the facility is depicted in Figure 111.2.A photograph of the combustor is depicted in Figure
li1.3.
Other components of the combustion facility also include the remote air/gaseous
fuel compressor systems, installed on the west side of the laboratory yard; a data
acquisition/control center, a slurry fuel pump and storage tank, a sump pump, and a
sump tank. A detailed description of each component which comprises the facility is
discussed in Section 111.4:Supporting Equipment.
:Ii 111.2 (;:ombustorDesign
!1 The DOE HTHP combustor, shown in Figure 111.4,is a down fired, vertical tunnel
I combustor. The combustor consists of a 2.5 inch thick refractory wall with a watercooled, 10 inch schedule 40 pipe outer shell. Fabricated out of carbon steel, this shell
has a nominal wall thickness of 0.365 inch with a bursting strength of 3650 psi. A high
density Purocast refractory with a thermal conductivity of 1 W/M°K and a maximum
service temperature of 3200°F is used for the refractory linings. The vertical firing
chamber is approximately 5 inches in diameter and 52 inches in length. Staging air can
be added 3 feet 6 inches downstream of the burner.
The combustor stands 116 inches tall with the 4 ft. x 4 ft. supporting frame. The
combustor is joined to the agglomerator by a 2 inch lD by 120 inch long duct, composed
of a combination of refractory and water cooled walls, similar in design to the firing
chamber section.
!11.3Ele_rostatic Agglomerator
The electrostatic agglomerator (ESA), as shown in Figures 111.5,and 111.6,was
designed for an internal temperature of 2500°F (1371°C). The internals are exposed to
an oxidizing atmosphere and as such, the materials of construction must be able to
survive the chemical and physical assaults.
iii
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Research into the literature disclosed that there was no metal or alloy that could
be used. The prime candidate was a ceramic silicon carbide. A further limitation was
found during the initial phase of component design. The forming of ceramic members
was limited to sizes that could be handled in the curing oven. Ceramic objects have to
be formed in a green state. In this state, the objects have very little strength and much
care is needed just to get them into a kiln without breaking them. Vendors have
performed many experiments to try to overcome this problem but without success.
Because of this, the kilns of the vendors we found were not very large. Only Coors
Ceramic Company and Carborundum Company were able to bid on the internals.
The discharge electrode is a solid cylinder 8 feet long and 2 inches in diameter.
lt has a collar at the top to support it and a rounded bottom to fit inside a guide plate.
Generous radii were used at ali internal and externalcorners of alithe components to limit
stress concentrations. The discharge electrodes used in the charging section of the ESA
had corona producing fins along their length. The finned discharge electrode passed
through the grounded electrode to generate a potential gradient.
The grounded electrode is a hollow cylinder with an inside diameter of 4 inches
and a length of 5 ft 7 1/4 in. A flange at the top supported the electrode in a tube sheet.
Figure !11.5shows the assembly of the grounded (collection) electrode. Table II1.1
represents the ESA major dimensions and Table !11.2represents the range of process
conditions that the agglomerator accommodates.
The tube sheet is composed of three flat pieces, 1 1/2 inches thick. Two are
circular segments with four holes in which the grounded electrodes are placed. The third
piece fits between th wo ircular segments. The common edges have keys to help seal
I the tube sheet. Where ceramic parts meet one another or the refractory wall of the ESA,they were insulated mechanicallywith a ceramic felt. The tube sheet is supported by the
refractory walls.
I
The lower end of the grounded electrodes pass through a guide plate that is similar
to the tube sheet but is made in two pieces. The two pieces leave a 2-inch gap between
I them. Inserted in this gap is the top of the baffle.
The baffle is made of two pieces that are inserted vertically into the ESAto channel
I the gas flow through the discharge electrodes (charging section) and then through the
agglomerating (smooth, non-discharging) electrodes. The baffles are supported by the
i refractory of the bottom flange and are keyed together.
The discharge electrodes are supported by a set of plates with a hole for each
ii_ electrode. Each plate was monolithically designed to a section of a ceramic box beam.
The box beams are threaded onto a smaller box beam at assembly. Space between the
two b x s is provided so they can be insulatedfrom e ch other with the aforementioned
i_ ceramic felt.
I Using the ceramic felt also provides a means of aligning the discharge electrodesso that they are positioned concentrically with the grounded electrodes.
I The high-voltage support beam length was limited by the state of the art inmanufacture described earlier therefore the beam was made in three sections instead of
one. However, the ends of the beam are in an area where the temperature is much
I: lower. Because of is used to the end of the ceramicthis, high alloy steel support support
beam. lt is supported in a way that allows the free differential expansion of the different
materials.
These support areas are actually in two satellite vessels that are supported on
i flanges of the main body of the ESA. These vessels are also the insulator compartments.In the bottom of each vessel is an alumina bushing. The design of the ha dware a tached
through the bushings is one that has been used with great success in the past. lt allows
i the passage of the high voltage and at the same time provides a pressure seal.
Temperature control of the insulator compartments is maintained by cooling coils.
I One is around the bushing at the bottom of the vessel and the other is at the top of thevessel.
I Provision for cleaning the electrodes during the operation of the ESA was notincluded in the design. Experimentation will be required to determine whether cleaning
is needed, and if so, the extent of cleaning required.
I The main vessel is lined with 9 1/2-inches of refractory. The inner four inches are
high alumina content refractory that is abrasive resistant and has a smooth surface. The
rest of the refractory will have a high silica content and a very low thermal conductivity.
Stainless steelanchors were welded to the inner wall of the vessel to retain the refractory.
The ESA vessel was designed, fabricated, inspected, and tested in accordance
with Section VIII, Division 1 of the ASME Code. Though the expected temperature of the
i vessel surface is not expected to exceed 300°F (149°C), temperatures as high as 650°F(343°C)can b safely tolerat . A temp rature sensitive paint that changes color at 4 °
II was applied to the outer surface of the agglomerator as a safety feature. Fabrication
i_ drawings of the agglomerator assembly are presented in Appendix A.Access to the inside f the ESA is supplied through flange covers on the top and
I bottom of the ESA. In addition there are two side body flanges that provide facility forasse bly.
Some research was made to find metals that would survive at high temperatures.
Those that promise the most success are manufactured by Haynes International. The
prime candidate is Haynes Alloy No 230. Designing for low stress levels and allowing
adequate corrosion allowance for the estimated life, internals could survive at
temperatures of 2000°F or higher.
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There were significant delays in the manufactureof the ceramic electrodes.
Numerousdesignmeetingswereheldwiththemanufacturerto designelectrodesthat had
a chance for successconsideringstructuralimitations.Finalapproveddrawingsfor the
ceramiccomponentsare includedinAppendixB. The dischargeelectrodewasthe most
difficult component to manufacture. Two discharge electrodes were manufactured
successfullyand one electrode broke in handling. The dischargeelectrode was nlade in
three pieces: a) each niece represented 1/2 the length of the entire electroda &nd b) a
ceramic dowel w&,, Uesigned to fit inside the end of each piece and was cemented to
both ends, thuscompietincjthe assemblyfor onedischarge electrode. The electrode was
structurallyfragileat the unionof the two finnedhalves.
A setof stainlesssteelinternalcomponentsfor the ESAwas manufacturedas well
with the exception of the h_gh voltage components. The high voltage components
consisted of the high voltage beam, discharge (charging) electrode, and agglomerating
(smooth) electrode. The high voltage components were manufactured of hastelloy',
= manufactured by Haynes International. The metal internals were to be used in
shakedown testing since it was not w_rifiedthat ceramics were conductive at 1600°F.
:, Also, the ceramics were more expensiveand the possibilityof thermal shocksduring the
shakedown of the combustor and ESA may have destroyed the ceramic internals. The




The burner (Figure _11.7)used for the high pressure/high temperature combustion
facility is designed to fire 3ither natural gas or coal water slurry or a combination of the
two fuels.
r-
The ourner is swirl stabilizedusing 12 axial swirl vanes oriented at 50° in the
primaryair annulus. Natural,_ascan be injectedinto the primaryairjustupstreamof the
burnerquad or injectedin an annulusbetweenthe slurry gun and primaryair annulus.
When firingon CWS, air couldalso be injectedinto the annulusbetweenthe CWS gun
_ and primary air to providecooling and to prevent recirculationof unburned CWS and ash
back onto the burner.
The CWS injector and atomizer was inserted through the center of the burner with
the atomizer exit approximately flush with the primary air exit.
The UV sensor was installed at a 45° angle port adjacent to the natural gas inlet.
3 Ignition of the naturut gas flame was accomplished using a premixed natural pilot
L
iii A curved, Jafractory quarlwas used to feed the burner inputs intothe furnace. The
II quad exit was parallel to the furnace to delay impingement of the flame on the furnace
walls.
Severalatomizerswere testedduringthe commissioningof the HTHPfacility.Two
atomizerswere purchasedfrom Parker-Hannifin(PH) and the general design of these
atomizersis showninFigure111.8.The majordifferencebetweenthe two PH nozzleswas
irlthe atomizingairrate. Onenozzle (M4) wasdesignedfor an airrateof 150 lb/hr, while
the second (M5) requiredonly 25 Ib/hr. Both Parker-Hannifindesigns injectthe CWS
, through two small holesintoa swirlingair flow. The mixture thenexitsthrough the central
orifice into the burner. The design inputs for the Parker-Hannifin nozzles are shown in
Table i11.1.
Table 111.3 PARKER-HANNIFINNOZZLE SPECIFICATIONS
Design M4 M5
Micronized CWS Micronized CWS
Fuel Type
Fuel Flow (Ib/hr) 100 100,,
AtomizingMedia Air Air
AtomizingFlowRate (Ib/hr) 150 25i ,,
AtomizingSupplyPressure(PSIG) 316 316, =
AtomizingSupplyTemperature (°F) 100 100......
Furnace Pressure(Atm) 15 15
, , ,'"'
Three Y-jet atomizerswere also designed and constructedduring this project
(Figures Ili.9 through II1.11). The Y-jet designshad exithalf anglesof 20°, 15° and 0°.
z The 15° and 20° designshad 4 exit holes while the single hole Y-jet had a singleexit hole
alongthe furnace axis. The singlehole Y-jet (Figure111.12)producedthe most narrow




Ali combustion and dilution air for the combustor is supplied by an air compressor
- system,consistingof a primary air compressorand a boostercompressor. The primary
air compressor is designedto compress the air up to 125 psig and the booster is




For the primary air stage, an Ingersoll-Rand Model SSR-300H-AAE13was used
withthe capacityto deliver300 SCFM (22.9 Ib/min) when compressingair from 0 psig
to 125 psig. The compressoris mountedona steelskidand is piped andwiredwiththe
followingcomponents:
• Compressorand electricmotorassembly,75 hp
• Oil managementand separationsystem
• air cooled aftercooler
• 460 V/3 HP/60 HZ electricswith Star Delta starting
• 120 gallon,300 psi,verticalreceiverwith its pressuregauge and reliefvalve
• 2 inch NPT schedule 80 carbon steel pipelineinterconnectingbetween the air
compressorand its receiver.
For the booster stage, a Corken base mounted lubricatedair compressor unit
Model690L9FBAwas installedin linewiththe primaryair compressorunit. This booster
compressoris designed to deliver 298 SCFM (22.8 Ib/min) when compressing air from
115 psig to 250 psig. This unit was plumbed and wired with the following equipment:
• Compressor assembly and 25 HP electric motor
• Suction valve unloaders
• Auxiliary valve for unloader control
• 120 gallon, 300 psi, vertical air receiver with its relief valve and pressure gauge
• 230 V/3 PH/60 HZ electrics with a magnetic motor starter
• 2 inch NPT schedule80 carbon steelpipelina and necessary fittings to interconnect
from the primary stage air receiver to the boostf}r compressor, then to the final
stage receiver
=
High pressure combustion air is then delivered to the combustor via a 2 inch
underground pipeline up to the building, where it is split at the discharge of a pressure
regulator into two streams: the primary combustion air and the staged combustion air.
The primary combustion air stream is introduced to the combustor burner. The staged
combustion air is introduced about 42 inches downstream of the burner when dilution air
- is required. The flow rate of each combustion air stream is monitored usingcalibrated
- mass flowmetersand is controlledby electropneumaticvalvesvia a computer. Critical
pressuresand temperatures of both the combustionand dilution air streams can be
° measured by a set of pressure transducers and temperature sensors positioned just
downstreamof each massflow meter (see Figure111.13a).
One fuel deliverysystemconsistsof the naturalgas pipelineto the burner (Figure
!11.13b). In order to overcome the 10 to 15 atmosphere operating pressure of the
combustor,a Corken Model 390L9FBAF gas compressorcapable of delivering17.2
SCFM (0.85 Ib/min) when compressing natural gas from 7 psig to 250 psig was used.
The unit is installedwiththe followinghardware:




• Solenoidvalve for unloader control
• "XP" pressureswitch
_ • 230 V/3 PH/60 HZ electricswith explosion-proofmagneticstarter
• 73 gallon,300 psi,verticalmountsteel receiver
• Reliefvalve and pressuregauge for receiver
• 5 gallonsurge tank and its pressuregauge
• 1inch NPT schedule80 carbonsteelpipelineinterconnectingbetweenthe building
supplyto the surgetank,the compressorand its receiver
The highpressurenaturalgas is connected to the combustorby a one (1) inch
undergroundpipingnetwork. A calibratedmassflow meter is usedto measurethe flow
of the gaseousfuel to the burnerwhilethe flowratecan be controlledwitha one (1) inch
electro pneumaticvalve. Pressuremeasurementis providedby a pressuretransducer
installeddownstreamof tha mass flow meter and temperaturesensor. The electronic
processingunitof each instrumentislinkedto a data acquisitionsystem,wherethe read-
outs are displayedon a computer monitor.
The high pressure, natural gas line is also equipped with an electro-mechanical
shut-off valve for safety. In an event of a flame failure detected by a UV scanner, the
flame safeguard controller will send a signal to the shut-off valvewhich, in turn, will disrupt
the gas flow to the burner. An audible signal alarm will sr)und along with a warning light.
A flow schematic for the slurry delivery system is shown in Figure 111.13c.
Coal Water Slurry (CWS)fuel for the combustor is supplied by a n'_bbins & Myers
Moyno pump. This pump is equipped with a helical stator which, w_,_nturned, forms
progressing cavities that move the slurry with a uniform flow. The pump has the capacity
to deliver 45 Ibs/hr to 290 Ibs/hr of coal slurry, 30-70% solids, 1.6 S.G. viscosity, with
maximum differential pressure of 700 psi. A one (1) inch pipeline is used to transport the
CWS from its 107 gallon storage tank to the atomizer of the burner. The slurry flow can
be bypassed at the atomizer, routed back to the pump for self-priming. A pressure gauge
and pressure cut-outswitch preset at 500 psi protected the slurry delivery systemfrom
damage in the event of atomizerpluggage. A micromotionmass flowmeter is used to
measurethe flow of CWS to the burner. The computerdisplayedthe massflow rate in
poundsper minute.
The Ingersoll-RandModel7T2 aircompressorunitprovidedthe atomizationair for
the slurry. The air delivery rate is 21.6 SCFM (1.65 Ib/min) when compressingair from
0 psig. The atomization air compressor is installed with the following equipment:
=
• Compressor and a 10 HP electric motor
• Low oil level shutdown switch
• Constant speed control
k • Automaticcondensate drain 2 ?
_Ir , ,,lllp ,, ir_l'I, "II'
• 230 V/3 PH/60 HZ electricswith a magnetic motor starter
• 73 gallon, 400 psi, vertical mount air receiver
• Relief valve and gauge for receiver
• 1 inch NPT schedule 80 carbon steel pipeline interconnecting between the
compressor and its receiver
An electro pneumatic valve downstream of a calibrated mass flow meter is used
to control the atomization air flow rate (Figure 111.13d).
111.4.3Instrumentation
This section gives specifications for the instrumentation used in the controlling and
= monitoring process of the combustion facility.
, CoriolisMS_ FI0w Meter
A Micromotion, Inc. flow meter Model D40S-SS is used to measure the flow of
slurry fuel to the burner, lt is a true mass meter that measures the mass rate of flow
directly as opposed to volumetric flow. The meter system consists of a U-shaped flow
tube enclosed in a sensor housing connected to a remote flow transmitter. Inside the
sensor housing, the U-shaped flow tube is vibrated at its natural frequency by a magnetic
device located at the bend of the tube. The oscillation of the pipe and the velocity of the
flowing fluid subject each particle fluid to a coriolis-type acceleration that deflects the pipe
an amount proportional to the mass flow rate. The sensors feed this information to the
electronics unit, where it is processed and converted to a voltage proportional to mass
flow rate.
SDecification_:
Accuracy: _+0.2%of rate (fullscale)=
Repeatability: _+0.05%of rate
Range: 0 - 4.5 Ib/min
Output: 4 - 20 ma
Operatingtemperature: -22 to 131°F
Power: 115 VAC, 60 HZ, 14 watts
ThermaI-Tvoe Mass Flow Meters
=
Gaseous fuel and airflowratesare measuredwith4 FluidComponents,Inc. mass
flow meters, Model LT81A. Each flow meter consistsof an electronictransmitterand
sensor installedat each independentpipingnetwork. The element in each sensorhas
twopair of thermowells.One thermowellpaircontainsa heaterand a platinumRTD. The
other pair containsonlyan RTD. The heaterpreferentiallyheats the active RTD sensor.
c
The other RTDacts asa referencesensor. Hence,a temperaturedifferentialismeasured=
in the flow stream,which is directlyproportionalto the mass flow rate. The electronic
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i transmitterincludestheflowanalyzer,temperaturecompensator,and a signalconditioner
that providesa linearoutput. Thesemass flowmetersoperate independentlyof density,
pressureand viscosity.
I Soecifications:
Accuracy: _+1% of fullscaleor _+3%of reading
TurndownRatio: Selectfrom 2:1 or 100:1
OperatingTemperature: -50°F to 350°F
OperatingPressureRatings: Up to 1250 psigfor flow element
OperatingPower: 115 VAC, 60 HZ, 15 Watts
Output: 0 - 10 Vdc @ 2 ma max current
Range: 0 - 499 Ib/hr for main air
0 - 400 Ib/hr for stagedair
0 - 200 Ib/hr for atomizingair
0 - 150 Ib/hr for naturalgas
Pr_sure Transducers
Staticpressureinthe combustionfacilityare continuouslymonitoredwithseven(7)
Sensotec, Inc. pressuretransducers,Model Z/727-16 andZ/727-19. Fourtransducers
are located on the air/fuel deliverypipelines: natural gas, main air, staged air, and
atomizationair. The other three transducersare positionedat key locationson the
electrostaticagglomerator assembly, as depicted in Figure 111.14,the first (A) at the two
inchduct, midwaybetweenthe combustorand the agglomeratorthe second(B), located
at the discharge of the heat exchanger; and the third (C), downstream of the two
pressurecontrolvalves.
The Sensotecpressuretransducercontainsa pressuresensor coupled with a
compensationnetwork. The sensingelementconsistsof four (4) identicalpiezo-resistors
insidea thin circularsilicondiaphragm. Pressurecausesthe thin diaphragmto bend,
inducinga straininthe diaphragmandalso inthe buriedresistor. The resistorvalueswill
changedependingonthe amountof strainthey undergo,whichdependsonthe amount
of pressureapplied to the diaphragm. Hence, a change in pressure is convertedto a
change inresistancetranslatedintoelectricaloutput. This outputis directlyproportional
_!1 to the actualpressure.
Specifications:
Excitation Voltage: 28 Vdc
Output Voltage: 0 - 5 Vdc
Full Scale Capacity 0 - 300 psia Model Z/727-16
0 - 500 psia Model Z/727-19
Gas AnalysisInstrumentation
The continuous monitoring system for gaseous species are measured on a dry
basis with the following analytical instruments:
Species Manufacturer Model No. Measurement Method
Oxygen Teledyne Analytical 326A Polarographic
Carbon ACS, inc. 3400 Non-Dispersive lR
Monoxide Spectromet
Carbon ACS, Inc. 3400 Non-Dispersive lR
Dioxide Spectromet
Nitrogen Thermo Electron Corp 10A ChemUuminescentOxides
Sulfur
Western Research 721ATZ UV Photometric
Dioxide
These instruments are calibrated several times per day using known calibration
gases. The output of these instruments are monitored continuously by both a Yokagawa
Hybrid Recorder and the PC based data logging system. Flue gas samples are
transported to the instruments on a teflon sample line and arewithdrawn by a diaphragm-
type vacuum pump at a single point just downstream of the pressure control valvesof the
electrostatic agglomerator. The samplesfirst passed through both a condensate drop-out
and a refrigeration type drier to remove water vapor, then through a filter before being
routed to each instrument for analysis.
A discussion of each instrument is included in the following sections.
Oxvaen
A Teledyne Model 326A oxygen analyzer is used to determine the oxygen content
of the flue gas sample. Oxygen in the exhaust gas diffuses through a Teflon membrane
and is reduced on the surface of the cathode. Oxidation occurs at the anode internally
and an electric current is produced that is proportional to the concentration of oxygen.
This current is measured and conditioned by the instrument's electronic circuitry to give




Precision: _4-1%of full scale
Response: 90% in less than 40 seconds
Sensitivity: 1% of low range
Unearity: _ 11% of full scale
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Ambient Temperature Range: 273K to 325K (32Fto 125F)
Fuel Cell Life Expectancy: 40,000 + hrs.
Power Requirement: 115 VAC, 50-60 HZ, 100 watts
Output: 4-20 MA
Carbon Monoxide and Carbon Dioxide
Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide concentrations are measured by an
Automated Custom System, Inc., Model 3400 non-dispersive infrared CO/CO2 dual
analyzer. The instrument measures the differential in infrared energy absorbed from
energy beams passed through a reference cell (containing a gas selected to have minimal
absorption of infrared energy in the wavelength absorbed by the gas component of
interest) and a small cell through which the sample gas flows continuously. The
differential absorption appears as a reading on a scale of 0% to 100%and is then related
to the concentration of the species of interest by calibration curves supplied with the
instrument. A linearizer is supplied with each analyzer to provide a linear output over the
range of interest. The operating range for the CO is 0-1000 ppm, while the range for the
CO2 is 0 to 20%.
SDecifications:
Repeatability: +_0.5%Scale
Noise: Less than 0.5% Full Scale
Ambient Temperature Range: -5 to 45°C
Sample Gas Temperature Range: 0 to 55°C
Span Drift: Less than +_1% Full Scale/24 hrs.
Zero Drift: Less than +_1% Full Scale/24 hrs.
Response Time: 90% of Full Scale 1 second at 6 liter/min.
Linearity: Better than +_1%
Standard Outputs: 0-1 VOC Selectable
0-10/100/1000 or 4-20 ma
Sample Flow Rate: 1 liter +_0.5liter/minute
Power Requirement: 115 FAC, 60 HZ, 30 watts
Nitrogen Oxides:
The oxides of nitrogen monitoring instrument used is a Thermo Electron
chemiluminescent nitric oxide analyzer, Model 10A. The operational basis of the
instrument is the chemUuminescent reaction of NO and 03 to form NO2 in an excited
state. Ught emission results when excited NO2 molecules revert to their ground state.
The resulting chemiluminescent is monitored through an optical filter by a high sensitivity
photomultiplier tube, the output of which is electronically processed so it is linearly
proportional to the NO concentration.
Air for the ozonator is drawn from ambient through an air drier and a 10 micron
filter element. Flow control for the instrument is accomplished by means of a small
bellows pump mounted on the vent of the instrument downstream of a separator which
ensures that no water collects in the pump.
The basic analyzer is sensitive only to NO molecules, to measure NO, (i.e., NO
+ NO2),the NO2 is first converted to NO. This is accomplished by a converter, which is
included with the analyzer. The conversion occurs as the gas passes through a
thermally, insulated, resistance heated, stainless-steel coil. With the application of heat,
NO2 molecules in the sample gas are reduced to NO molecules, and the analyzer then
reads NO., NO2is obtained by the difference in readings obtained with and without the
converter in operation.
SDecificati0n$:
Accuracy: 1% of Full Scale
Span Stability: _ 1% of Full Scale in 24/hrs.
Zero Stability: _ 1% ppm in 24/hrs.
Power Requirement: 115 _+10V, 60 HZ, 1000 watts




Unearity: _.+1%of Full Scale
Range: 2.5, 10,25, 100,250, 1000,2500, 10,000ppm FullScale
Sulfur Dioxide
Continuous analysis of sulfur dioxide concentration in the flue gas sample is
accomplished with the use of a Western Research Model 721AT2 sulfur dioxide analyzer.
The analyzer design is based upon a single source emitting the appropriate
wavelength. The radiation from the source is dropped by a single pair of narrow band
pass radiation rejection filters continuously rotated through the radiation path and then
split into two paths; measuring the reference. The measuring path contains the cell
through which the sample is passed, the reference path contains the "sealed" sample cell
which is filled with instrument quality air.
The radiation passed by the cells is then detected by a pair of photomultiplier tubes
(PMT); one for each radiation path. lt is these signals which are used in the calculation
of the final output.
SDe(;:ificati0ns:




Response: 90% of Full Scale in 15/sec.
Sample Flow Rate: 1 to 5 liters per minute
Ambient Temperature Range: 32°F to 125°F
Output: 4-20 ma or 0.1 to 1 Vdc
Power Requirement: 115 VAC, 60 HZ
Range: 0 - 500 ppm or 0 - 5000 ppm
Unearity: __.1% of Full Scale
Range: 2.5, 10, 25, 100, 250, 1000, 2500, 10,000 ppm
Full Scale
111.4.4ControlSystem
The high temperature, high pressure combustion facility also contains a data
acquisition/control center located adjacent to the test combustor. Included in the system
are an IBM based PC, process I/O hardware and control software. The data acquisition
system monitored the fuel and air flow rates, critical temperatures and pressures, and flue
gas composition. The computer also controlled the combustor inputs and pressures
. displayed real-time process values.
The process hardware consists of a series of digital and analog controller boards
which operate as slave devices to the host computer. Each board contains a
: microprocessor that carries out serial communications with the computer and also
perform control functions at each I/O channel. The boards are mounted on the Opto 22
I/O mounting racks along with the corresponding modules, either an analog to digital
converter or vice versa, to each of the process instruments(i.e., control valves,
thermocouples, pressure transducers, mass flow meters, etc) Therefore, when combined
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The process control software utilized is called Specifix by Intellution, Inc. lt is
subdivided into three primary programs: the database builder, draw, and view.
The database builder links the facility computer to the I/O hardware, lt is a fill-in-
the-blanks program that is used to configure and maintain the process database in





to the combustion facility configuration and entered into the software function blocks.
Specifix then uses the blocks to control, monitor and store data.
Draw links the database to the computer display, lt enables the operator to build
displays. Display consists of two elements: graphics draw to depict the combustion
equipment, and links to retrieve process values from database.
View links the operator to the process, lt provides a true window into the combustion
facility process. View enables the operator to see the real time process values from the
database, at the same time allowing the operator the ability to change the I/O parameters
from the computer. Graphically display of the archived data can also be created from
view.
111.4.5Solid SamplingSystem
Particulate samples were withdrawn isokinetically from the flue gas through two
different sample ports (Figure 111.15).One is located at the outlet (1) of the electrostatic
agglomerator and the other at its outlet (2). A third port (3), which is positioned after the
cyclone, was also available for sampling.
Particulates were collected inside a pressure vessel (Figure 111.16)that contains a
ceramic thimble with 5 micron pores and a 47 mm glass-fiber filter to retain particles as
small as 0.3 micron. The dry particulate mass is determined gravimetrically. The sample
is withdrawn using a stainless-steel water cooled probe (Figure 111.17)positioned in the
middle of the 2 inch duct. The probe is secured to a 2 inch flange by eight bolts.
Connected to the sampling probe is a series of control valves, pressure vessel,
thermocouples, pressure gauges, condensate dropouts, rotometer, moisture absorbing
chamber and a dry gas meter as shown schematically in Figure 111.18.The assemblies,
up to and including the pressure vessel, are heat traced to maintain a temperature of
250°F (121°C).
The solid sampling procedure used was as follows:
1. The bypass valve was opened allowing any dust built up in the probe to be
blown out. The valve was left open until the stream was free from moisture.
2. The bypass valve was closed and the valve leading into the pressure
chamber was opened allowing the sampling chamber to reach the ESA
pressure.
3. The control valve at the exit of the sampling chamber was opened and the
sampling rate was set to obtain iso-kinetic flow at the sampling nozzle.






5. The inletvalveto the samplingchamberwas closedallowingthe chamber
to depressurizewhilestillmeasuringthe flowthroughthe rotometeranddry
gas meter.
E. The samplewas recoveredand dried. The particulateconcentrationwas
calculatedas the dry sampleweightdividedby the dry gas volume.
An Anderson impactor could also be placed insidethe pressurizedsampling
chamber. The impactormeasurementswere taken usingthe same basicprocedureas
the total particulatemeasurements.
111.3.2Cyclone
There has been extensive research into the design of high efficiencycyclones.
After investigating,it was decided to use the Stairmand design. The Stairmand design
was first proposed in 1951 by C. J. Stairmand. The Stairmand design has been used
extensively with a great deal of success.
To cover the entire range of gas flow and maintain a reasonable range of velocity,
it was found that three cyclones were needed. The initial idea was to put three in one
vessel and block the flow in those not being used. But the difficulty of directing the flow
to the three inlets with adequate velocities soon became apparent and this idea was
abandoned.
z
The next design investigated was the use of two vessels with one cyclone in each
vessel. These cyclones would be the same size and the plan was to expand the range
of experiments by using them in both parallel and series arrangements. However, when
the layout was made, it was apparent that the length of ducting became excessive. This
would cause a large temperature loss to the flue gas.
_
The final design utilized only one vessel with the ability to house three different
sized cyclones, one at a time (Figure 111.19).Some thought was given to using radial
vane inlets in the tops of the cyclones. But the combination of difficulty in ducting the flow
to them and the likelihood of the small openings becoming plugged discouraged their
use.
Instead, it was decided to use a transition piece that was made to fit each cyclone
inlet and carry the flue gas directly from the inlet into the vessel to the cyclone inlet.
These would be held in place by a high temperature cement which stays soft enough to
easily dismantle the parts when changing cyclones. The cyclones were supported in a
plate with a hole that could be shimmed to fit the smaller cyclones. The cyclone outlet
tube was inserted in the top head of the vessel.
: The cyclone vessel has an ash collection volume to accommodate almost seven
hours of operation based on the largest rate of particulate flow and assuming that none
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is deposited anywhere else in the system. The vessel is 6 ft 6 in high by 2 ft 4 in in
diameter.
The ceramic cyclones range in diameter from 3.19 inches to 4.72 inches. The
height of each is four times the diameter ranging from about 13 to 19 inches. The
cyclones were designed to operate with a velocity from 70 fps to 100 fps.
111.3.3Pulsed Energization Hardware
The normal energization voltage waveform for electrostatic precipitation is a 60
cycle half or full wave rectified negative DC. Pulse energization is a generic term which
implies the use of a series of fast-rising voltage pulses of short duration, compared to a
60 cycle sinusoidal waveform. The concept is not new. In fact, work on pulse
energization systems was done at Research-Cottrell in the late 1940's and early 1950's
by Messrs. White and Hall. Even though this earher work showed promise from a
process point, it never got beyond the laboratory and a few field demonstrations because
at that time we were using mechanical switching systems of questionable reliability, and
results in the field were not conclusive. The significance of the work since 1974 is the
development of an all-electronic pulse system of high reliability to actual full-scale
commercial practice. Pulsed energization super-imposes high frequency pulses of short
duration on top of the normal negative60 cycle energizationvoltage waveform. The pulse
energization system consists of a pulse power supply, a driver unit consisting of charging
and coupling capacitors, an electronic switch,air-cooled driverand damper resistors, and
controls. A schematic circuit diagram of the system is shown in Figure 111.20.An
illustration of the superimposed pulses is illustrated in Figure 111.21.
The application of high frequency pulsesto normal base waveform allows for much
higher instantaneous peak electrical fields which, in turn, results in more effective particle
charging and migration. Pulsed energization yields a uniform diffused corona as
compared to D.C. energization. In addition, much higher instantaneous peak electrical
fields are achieved and higher particle charging and migration are possible. Further, as
discussed earlier, a good control of power production for a given geometry is possible
with pulsing while maintaining high peak fields.
Use of a "commercial" hardware system, however, was not suitable for the
laboratory scale tests where gas flow can range from 50 - 90 acf.'n. Electricalparameters
such as capacitance and impedance of the ESA system are necessarily defined by its
geometry and this laboratory scale ESAwas too small for a commercial hardware system.
Any such system will be necessarily mismatched on this laboratory application. Also, the
flexibility to vary parameters such as pulse height, pulse amptitude, pulse width and pulse
frequency over a wide margin were needed in this test program plan necessitated a
custom made design.
Research-Cottrell favors the use of one to two microsecond width pulses for the






a system has been pioneered by Research-Cottrell and Ion Physics Corporation. Other
commercial systems have pulse widths in the 50 to 200 microsecond range.
Appendix C contains specific information regarding the "PES-2000" pulse
energization system identified as being suitable for the ESA project.
z
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SECTION iV DESIGN OF PLAN
IV.1 Planned Test ProQramv
Electrostatic agglomerator performance depends on the nature of ash and the
agglomerative behavior of the ash in addition to the parameters such as residence time,
applied electric field strengths, and the operating temperatures. Therefore the planned
test program included as variables: operating temperature, gas velocity, and the applied
electrical pulsed energization levels for a given process condition. Also, process
; conditions such as coal type (sulfurcontent) and sorb_:t injection levelswere planned
as controllable variables.
The key goal was to identify those parameters that affected the maximum growth
of particulate by electrostatic agglomeration. Data collection that was planned included
the particulate loading and size distribution at the agglomerator inlet, outlet, and cyclone
outlet. Also, to be measured was the sorbent injection rate SO2 concentrations at the
particulate metering locations, and the pressure and tem! _.ratureat these It cations.
Shakedown consisted of first debugging t:_¢;ndividual components and support
systems for the combustor. The combustor was designed to fire on both natural gas or
coal-water-slurry. Natural gas combustion was used to cure the refractor material and
provide information on temperature and pressure ranges of the system as well as
temperature stability. Combustion coal-water-slurry was essential for providing coal
derived fly ash to the ESA. The individual components and systems that supported the
combustor and analytical systems are listed below:
• Main air compressor
o atomizing air compressor
® natural gas compressor
• coal water slurry pump
• pressurizing orifice valve
• control valves
• mass flow meters
_- pressure transducers
• thermocouples
• emission gas quenctl system
• continuous gas analyzers
flame out alarm system
• data acquisition hardware and software
Th_, combustor and aggiomerator were checked for leaks. Leaks were stopped
up to an operating pressure of 15 atmospheres.
F_,,.... ._...._1..,....,_1 .... 6 ,.._ sk_ ;_._,,,4|_.;_1, 0,._l _P._P-_,_,r,bto i,_#-_r.lflp_J olilo,l,=mo t"_f'_rt_'ll'lll If"Iii I¢_
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i analyzers, and data acquisition system the combustor was fired on natural gas. During
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start up on naturalgas the followingtasks were completed:
• cure castable refractory
• Develop O2/CO curves for natural gas operation to determine safe
operating excess air levels over the load range.
• Determineload/exit temperature curvesat 5%,25%,50%, and 100%excess
air over the load range.
• Check control software logic for load under natural gas operation.
After successful continuous operation of the combustor fired on natural gas, coal-
water-slurry shakedown testing was to be implemented.
During shakedown of the combustor the temperature maximum of the system was
limited to 1800°Fbecause of the temperature limitationof the stainlesssteel agglomerator
internals (for example baffle, tube-sheet, and collection(grounded) electrodes).
At the time combustor operation was being tested for temperature stability and
pressure stability on natural gas, the electrostatic agglomerator was to be tested for
electrical stability by plotting current versus voltage relationships under different
temperatures and pressures. Also, the temperature profileacross the agglomerator was
to be measured. Successful demonstration of ESA electrical performance was
demonstrated in the range of 800°Fto 1600°Fand from 1atmosphere to 15atmospheres.
Under the shakedown test conditions of the agglomerator the corona producing
electrodes (concentration section) were inserted in place of the smooth electrodes
" (agglomerating section). This was done so that particles leaving the concentration
section could be sampled for charge-to-mass measurement once coal water slurry
combustion was successful.
The intent of the charge-to-mass measurement determination on the particles
exiting the concentrator section was to provide further evidence of the electrostatic
charging capabilities under high temperature, high pressure conditions. After successful
demonstration of electrostatic charging of fly-ash particles using the charge-to-mass
measurement technique the ESA was to be reassembled as planned; the discharge
(finned) electrodes were to be placed in the inlet (concentrating section) of the
agglomerator and the non-discharge (smooth) current producing electrodes were to be
placed in the outlet (agglomerating section) of the ESA.
Completion of system debugging (shakedown) was planned with the successful
operation of the combustor fired on coal-water-slurry and with the ESA operating with
metal internals at a temperature of 1800°F at 10 to 15 atmospheres. Measurement of
particle concenlration and particle size distribution at the inlet, outlet, and outlet cyclone
were planned. Also planned was the monitoring of flue gas constituents by continuous
monitors (CO, CO2, SO2, 02, and NOx).
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IV.2 Unantici0ateUProblems6hd CorrectiveACtions
Combustor startupand operationwith natural gas were successfulafter minor
correctionswere implemented.
Combustor startupissuesthat needed correction are listed as follows:
1. Water jacketto combustorrequirednewplumbingto increasecoolingwater
flOW,
2. Air compressorwas purchasedas a used unit and needed replacement
parts,
3. The flame out sensorrepeatedlywent off. An air filterwas placed in line
with the air compressorto remove fine oil mist that coated the sensor
window,
4. Minor gas leaks in feed line were corrected.
._.vrnerModifications for Natural Gas
There were two locations in the burner for natural gas input: 1. an annulus around
the CWS atomizer, and 2. radial injectionports downstream of the primary airswirlvanes.
Initially, natural gas was plumbed to the radial location, with high pressure "core air"
plumbed to the annular location to cool and protect the CWS atomizer. However, due
to difficulty experienced in lighting off the combustor with gas, the annular location was
used for natural gas input.
Coal-Water-Slurry{CWS)Combustion
During light off with CWS, two problems were identified with this arrangement.
First, the atomizer became too hot and caused the atomizer internal parts to become
seized together which prevented atomizer cleaning. Second, the CWS was interfering
with the UV sensor while gas was introduced at the annulus, causing the combustor to
shut down, even when there was a stable gas flame.
Piping for pressurized natural gas was modified to allow gas to be directed to
either the annular or radial location. After the combustor had reached operating
temperature, gas could be switched from the annular start up location to the radial
location. With gas directed to the radial location and core air directed to the annulus, the
combustor was operated with CWS until the atomizer became plugged without a loss of
UV signal from the gas flame. In addition, after operation withCWS, the nozzlecould be
completely disassembled and cleaned without seizing up internally.
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However, sustained combustion of CWS as not achieved. Differentnozzle designs
were tried at varied locations using different atomizing (air/slurry) conditions. Several
experiments were successful in igniting the slurry but the flame would be unsteady and
eventually burn out after 20 minutes. The orifice of the atomizing nozzle would eventually
plug rendering the system ineffective in achieving a steady temperature.
Fly-Ash Slurry tO Replace CWS
i
lt was decided to abandon CWS combustion as a means to introduce ash to the
electrostatic agglomerator. A fly-ash-slurry mixture was thought to be an effective means
of introducing fly ash into the agglomerator without having to sustain combustion of CWS.
Also, since fly ash has smaller diameter particles as compared to pulverized coal the
plugging problems of atomizing nozzles could be alleviated. A 20% ash-slurry mixture
with water would yield the same grain Ioadings as attempted with CWS combustion. Coal
derived fly-ash was obtained from Nevada Electric's electrostatic precipitator hopper.
Nevada Electric burns pulverized coal.
Attempts to atomize 20% ash-slurry mixture in the combustor while firing 1.5
mBtu/hr on natural gas were successful. Flame out problems were corrected and no
plugging problems were encountered. However, the temperature of the combustor (Ca
2700°1=)melted the fly-ash and the combustor acted as a slagging combustor. The
efficiency of ash collection on a weight by difference calculation (input ash versus ash
_ collected in the slag pit) was nearly 100%. Sampling of the agglomerator inlet yielded
97% and 95% ash collection efficiency in the combustor. The remaining fly ash entering
the agglomerator was too low in concentration to be of any use.
The burner was modified by replacing the blind flange, directly opposite to the
agglomerator inlet (Figure IV.l), with a nozzle that could inject ash slurry. In this
arrangement the slurry spray could be directed to the 2" lD inlet section of the
agglomerator. By using the nozzle opposite to the inlet of the transport duct 50% of the
ash was transported to the inlet connection of the agglomerator at 1680°F. However,
agglomerator inlet temperatures of 1680°F were not sufficient to heat the agglomerator
internals above 1350°F. When the inlet temperature was increased to 2100°F the ash
melted and impacted on the walls of the inlet duct.
lt was then discovered that some shakedown runs performed on coal water slurry
combustion trials had temperature overruns because the mass flow controllers of
combustion air and natural gas were out of calibration by as much as a factor of 2.
Actual temperature measurements at the agglomerator were not recorded. The bottom
flange of the agglomerator was disassembled to inspect the agglomerator stainless steel
internals, lt was discovered that the stainless steel baffle was destroyed by the excessive
j temperatures as shown in the photograph of Figure iV.2. Also, the inlet collection
i, electrodes were warped (Figure IV.3) which prevented the insertion of the corona
pm generating electrodes as prescribed in the original agglomerator design.
!
The damaged stainlesssteel baffle was removed and a ceramic (silicon carbide)
baffle was installed. Replacement of collection electrodes as well as the labor involved
for installation were considered too costly to be implemented. The decision was made
to leave the agglomerator corona producing electrodes in the gas exit side of the
agglomerator. The damaged inlet tube sheet and stainless steel collection electrodes
were left intact.
, Use of a fly ash slurry (fly ash from Nevada Power) was not possible at an
agglomeratorinlettemperatureabove1800°F. Thesuspendedflyashparticleswere liquid
and were capturedby the transportduct leadingto the agglomeratorinlet. Disassembly
of the agglomeratorbottomflange revealedthatthe agglomeratorinlet (2" lD) wasacting
as a glass blowing tube. A brown-greenmolten bulb of glass was attachedto the
agglomeratorrefractoryat the inlet,Figure IV.4.
Injectionof a fly ash slurry mixtureprovedto requiremore shakedowntime than
was availablein the budget. A slurry of aluminainwaterwas preparedto replacethe fly
ash slurry. Aluminahasa meltingpointabove3000°Fsothe problemof ash meltingwas
overcome.
Asa consequenceto the irreparable damage to the grounded electrodesand tube
sheet of the inlet (concentrator) section the ESA configuration was no different than a
tube type electrostatic precipitator. The concept of electrostatic agglomeration could not
be tested within the budget appropriation. However, the testing of the tube type ESP
systemat temperatures of 1800°Fand pressures up to 15 atmospheres was considered
worthwhile.
A one week particle sampling shakedown plan was designed to examine the
following variables affect on alumina collection efficiency:
1. gas velocity.
2. Particle inlet concentration.
3. ESP power on at 30 IO.J=nrl ,nnwer". off.
=
Also,to be examinedinthe week longtestperiodwas the particlesizedistribution
of the inletand outletand the particlecharge-to-massratioat the outletof the ESP. A
Faradaycage type samplingdevicewas designedand fabricated by Dr. DuanePontius
of SRI, International, Birmingham,Alabama for the purpose of obtaining charge-to-mass
; ratio data.
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SECTION V. RESULTS- SHAKEDOWNTESTING
I V.1 Combustor
Rangeof ESA Operating Pressures.Flow Rates,Velocities& Temperatures
p During the shakedown of the facility, the ESA was operated steadily over the
followingrange of pressuresand heat inputs.
p Pressures: Atmospheric to 220 psia
Heat inputs: 0.5 to 1.5 MMBtu/hr
p These input conditionsgenerated ESAinlet temperatures inthe range of 700°F to2000°F andvelocitiesfrom 3 ft/s to 80 ft/s. However,duringthese tests,each pressure
i and temperature was run for only a relatively short period of time without the ESAreaching t mperature equilibrium.
Duringthe particulatecollectionefficiencytests,two combustorinputswere run for
time periods of 24 hours or greater, allowingthe combustor and ESAto reach equilibrium.
These two combustor input c nditions wer :
,p Heat Input ESA Inlet ESAMMBtu/hr Flow Pressure Excess Temp °F Outletlee
li ACFM Atm. Air Temp °F
I[ 1.0 71.8 12 25 1770 1400, ,o
These two cases can be usedto fixthe heat lossesinthe combustorand transfer
l and of ESAinlettemperatureand ESAvelocitiesas apipingto the ESA generate a map
functionof the heat inputand excessair. Forthe caseslistedabove,the heat lossestotal
about 430,000 Btu/hr between the burnerand the ESAinlet. Assumingthe heat losses
remainapproximatelyconstantfor loads between0.8 and 1.r, MMBtu/hr, the operating
map of ESA inlet temperatures and ESA velocitiescan be calculated. As shown in
FiguresV.1 and V.2, a range of ESA inlettemperaturesfrom 2500°F to 1300°Fcan be
achievedfor combustorheat inputsfrom 1.5 MMBtu/hr to 0.8 MMBtu/hr. Thisrangeof
operatingtemperatures correspondsto ESA velocitiesrangingfrom 8 ft/s to 3 ft/s at a
ii pressure of 180 psia.
1i
'i_ Heat-Up Time
The electrostatic agglomerator temperatures, during its initialwarm-up period, are
illustrated in Figures V.3 to V.6. These profiles, which cover a span of 48 hours, are for
iii a constant combustor thermal input of 1.0 MMBtu/hr. Temperature measurements are
iii collected at four key locations on the agglomerator. As shown in Figure V.7, these
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locationsinclude the ESA inlet (1), the ESA outlet (2), the ESA top section where the
discharge electrodes are housed (3), and the flue gas exit (4). Type K aspirated
thermocouples were used at locations 1, 2 and 3, while at location 4, the thermocouple
: was non-aspirated.
lt should be noted that the temperature measurements of the ESA for the initial 2
1/2 hour heating time were not recorded. The heat-up time of the ESA from ambient
temperature and of atmospheric pressure worked out to be 10 1/2 hours before reaching
thermal equilibrium (23:00 hrs in Figure V.3).
At 23:00 hours, the unit was pressurized to 10 atmospheres. Once the pressure
was increased, the ESA temperature dropped about 600°F over a 3 hour period. The
ESA temperatures then began to increase reaching equilibrium again after 10 additional
hours (Figure V.4).
When the ESA was at equilibrium, the inlet temperature was approximately 1800°F
with an exit temperature of 1450°F. The thermocouple at the top of the ESA read about
200°F cooler than the ESA outlet, lt is believed that the explanation for the low
temperature measurement at the ESA top can be attributed to the thermocouple being
outside the gas flow, in a region of recirculating flow cooled by the electrical bushings.
Atomizer Performance
Five atomizers were tested during the commissioning of the facility on CWS. The
first nozzlestested were the two Parker-Hannifinatomizers. Both the normal and reduced
air capacity designs (Section 111.4.1)were tested. Both atomizers became quickly plugged
with CWS at the 0.05 inch orifices located inside the nozzle. Upon;recommendation of
the manufacturer, the CWS orifices were enlarged to 0.063 inches. This modification
resulted in a significantly longer operating period on CWS without c!ogging. The CWS
was injected for as long as an hour before the atomizer clogged. However, while slurry
was injected at rates ranging from 0.4 to 2.0 Ib/m, the flue gas instrumentation indicated
that very little of the CWS was actually burning, i.e. only a small decrease in 02 and slight
increase in SO2 was observed. After the atomizer became blocked, the furnace was
depressurized and the ashpit was found to be full of moist slurry. Additionally, a large
amount of coke was found deposited on the furnace refractory walls, indicating
impingement of the slurry on the walls.
The Y-jet atomizers were then tested on the combustor. Impingement of the CWS
on the refractory wall still occurred, even with the 15° angleY-jet nozzle. Additionally, the
slurry flow tended to be somewhat erratic indicating plugging of the passages in the Y-jet
atomizers was also occurring. The slurry was injected for about 20 minutes after which
time the slurry injection was stopped and the furnace was depressurized. Again, the
ashpit was found to contain moist slurry and coke was deposited on the furnace walls.
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Another attempt was made to burn the CWS by further increasing the slurry holes
in the Parker-Hannifin nozzle from 0.063" to 0.078".
When the combustor was fired using the modified Parker-Hannifinnozzle, a stable
slurry flame was established for a period of approximately 30 minutes. A visible coal
flame could be seen through the combustor sight glass and through the UV detector port.
I time, the top portion of the combustor cooled and the flame became more diffuse,In and
after 20 minutes, the atomizer became blocked.
I During the period the CWSwas burning, the gaseous emissions remained relatively
steady at 3% to 4% 02 and 13% to 14% CO2, indicating that near complete burnout was
I achieved. These tests were conducted at a combustor pressure of 180 psia.
' At the conclusion of the test, the combustor was examined. Considerable slag and
"1 coke was found along the combustor walls and the ashpit still contained wet, unburned
I slurry. These observations indicate that although the slurry was burning, a fraction of the
slurry still impinged on the reactor walls.
iii
_,1 Because of the project time and budget constraints, a decision was made to inject
an ash slurry into the combustor while burning gas rather than continue improving the
:| combustor performance on CWS. lt was believedthat very steady CWScombustion over
I at least an eight hour time period would be required to obtain acceptable agglomerator
operating data. Based on the experience with firing CWS in the 5 inch combustor, the
!Iii consensus was that achieving the required stability with CWS would demand more time
than remained on the project.
!!! The method chosen to generate the ash laden flue gas stream required to assess
the agglomeratorperformancewas injectionof flyashinto naturalgas fluegases. A single
hole Y-jet atomizer was used to inject an ash/water slurry along the axis of theI
:1 combustor. Experimentswere conducted injecting a 20% bituminous coal slurry into the
burner. The slurry was injected without problems for long periods of tirne (greater than
ii 8 hours). However, measurements showed that the majority of the ash slagged on the
refractory walls and was effectively remove from the flue gas stream.
Particulate Samples No. 1, 3 and 4 0"able V.1) were taken at the ESP inlet when-! the ash/water slurry was injected at the burner. When th ashwas injected at the burn r,
an average of 97% of the injected ash did not reach the agglomerator inlet. Examination
_l of the combustor, after injecting ash at the burner top, showed a heavy slag layer coatingthe furnace walls.
! In order to inject the ash at lower temperatures, the slurry atomizer was moved to
the clean-out port located directly opposite the horizontal duct leading into the ESA
(Figure IV.1). ParticulateSamples 2, 5 and 6 (Table V.1) were taken when the slurry was
-" injected directly into the horizontal duct.
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When the ash was injected directly into the horizontal duct leading into the ESP,
a major fraction of the ash still formed slag on the walls unless the combustor load was
reduced to lower the temperature. At reduced load, 40% of the injected ash was
measured at the agglomerator inlet.
In order to operate the combustor at high temperatures while maintaining an
acceptable ash loading into the ESP,a decision was made to use anAl(OH)Jwater slurry
rather than a coal ash slurry. The AI(OH)3slurry was injected at the side port using the
single hole Y-jet atomizer. Assuming the aluminum hydroxide completely decomposes
to AI203, i.e. 2 (AI(OH)3)-, AI203 + 3H20, approximately 80% of the injected solid was
recovered at the agglomerator inlet (Figure V.8).
A chronological summary of ali combustor and CEM instrumentation raw data is
contained in Appendix D under separate cover.
V.2 ElectrostaticAgglomerat0r
.Elev--'tricalCharacteristics
Shakedown of the electrostatic agglomerator was first performed with the
combustor fired on natural gas. Testing consisted of obtaining current-voltage data under
different temperatures and pressures. Data from the current-voltage shakedown tests is
contained in Appendix E. Also, Appendix E contains graphical representations of the
current-voltage profiles for equivalent temperature while varying system pressure. Higher
voltages and lower currents are obtained when system pressure is increased because
gas density is increased. Some of the data in graphical form shows that some curves are
not smooth. The reason for the lack of smoothness is due to rapid temperature and
pressure changes in the combustor, lt was discovered after data collection that the mass
flow controllers for natural gas and combustion air were out of calibration by a factor of
2 to 3 times above the theoretical flow. This caused rapid changes in combustor
temperature and pressure by making minor changes in the flow controller set points.
Therefore, deviations from smoothness in the data plots is explained by the rapid
fluctuations in the temperature and pressure of the combustor. Data was obtained using
a DC current only. The power supply was limited to 30 kV and 30 mA. The controller
was manually controlled and as a consequence when a spark occurred the system would
shut off automatically.
Operation with Particulate Matter
Sampling of particulate matter was conducted with a ceramic thimble as part of the
ASME Method 17 filter train. Samples were collected before and after the ESA within 15
minutes of each other. Simultaneous sampling was not considered necessary since large
differences in capture efficiency with the electrostatic power on and power off were




2" lD duct for 10 minutes.
The configuration of the agglomerator was that of an electrostatic precipitator.
Therefore, the objective of sampling was to determine the capture efficiency across the
agglomerator with the electrostatic power on and with the power off. The electrostatic DC
power was set to 30 kV DC. Pulsed energization was not performed. The effects of ash
loading, gas velocity, and electrostatic power on particle capture efficiency were tested.
Also, attempts were made to test the particulate inlet and outlet size distribution as well
as the charge-to-mass ratio of the particles exiting the agglomerator.
A chronological summary of ali sampling data separated by major events is
contained in Appendix F as Table F.1. Sample runs 1-6 (Table F.1) utilized a slurry of
20% fly ash injected in the direction of gas flow (straight run) to the agglomerator. The
lower ash slurry feed rates yieided a greater inlet particle loading to the agglomerator.
Particle losses in the slurry injection system were greater with increased feed Ioadings.
Also, inlet temperatures greater than 1800°F yielded molten ash particles that were
removed by the duct between the burner and agglomerator.
Sample runs 7-11 (Table F.1)were performed using a 10%alumina slurry in place
of fly ash. Measurements for runs 7-11 were taken at the inlet of the agglomerator. An
alumina slurry (10%) feed rate of 0.08 Ib/min with 200 scfm flue gas flow proved to
provide an adequate particle concentration in the range of 0.93 to 1.5 grains/dscf.
Sample numbers 12-15 (Table F.1) were collected at the agglomerator exit using
10% alumina slurry. Sample #13 developed a leak therefore the test results are void.
Sample numbers 16-40 represent data collected in the shakedown of the
electrostatic precipitator while collecting alumina dust.
A summary of sample runs 16-40is included in Appendix Fas Table F.2. Two flow
rates: a) 76 acfm and b) 114 acfm were used with the precipitator activated at 30 KV and
also with the precipitator off. Ash Ioadings at the inlet ranged from 4.66 grains/dscf to
0.95 grains/dscf with ali other conditions equal, at a charging voltage of 30 KV. The
precipitator yielded a capture efficiency of 96°7% at 30 KV at a velocity of 4.9 ft/s.
Physical parameters of the precipitator are listed in Appendix F as Table F.3.
A cascade impactor sample of the alumina at the precipitator inlet is included in
Appendix F, Table F.4. The MMD of the alumina was 2.9 #m with a GSD of 2.9. One
attempt was made to collect the outlet size distribution but the impactor did not pass a
post sampling leak test. The pressurizing orifice valve had become eroded from the hot
abrasive alumina particles. The damage to the orifice prevented additional data collection.
__ Two attempts were made to determine the particulate charge-to-mass ratio at the
L exit of the discharge section. Only one sample had meaningful results. Problems with
ii the other sample were encountered from the current instabilityof the measurement deviceunder the high temp rature and pressure conditions. The coulomb measurement meter
l
I
deflected off scale (+) midwaythrough the sample event. The charge-to-mass ratio for
the single valid run was on the order of 9 #C/g. Additional data collection attempts
became impossible when the systems' pressurizing orifice valve eroded from the hot
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SECTIONVI. DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS
Attempts to validate the concept of electrostatic agglomeration were not possible
in the shakedown program before budget constraints halted the program. What was
learned was that electrostatic precipitation is feasible in the temperature range of 1600-
1800°F and at pressures above 10 atmospheres. Thus particulate control from
pressurizedfluidbed combustorsmay be accomplishedwithan ESP. The natureof the
ash physicochemicalproperties, such as melting point and ash adhesive force are
important to the successfuldemonstrationof electrostaticagglomeration. Perhapsash
adhesionisevenmore importantto agglomerationas comparedto precipitationbecause
ash adhesion is criticalfor success. Uquid ash particleswill present a problem for
electrostaticdevicesas wellas barrierfiltersbutsoniccleaningof an electrostaticdevice
may be successful.
In order to demonstrateelectrostaticagglomerationthere needsto be developed
a successfulinterfacebetween the pressurizedcoal combustorand hot gas cleanup
device. This projectran out of financingbeforea combustorwas developedthat could
- deliver fly ash to the hot gas cleanup device. Designing an electrostaticcleanupdevice
to fit a bench scale combustor that has previously been field demonstrated will offer a
greater chance for success.
-
Collection of the alumina particles under ESP conditions was expected to be on
the order of 99% but the resistivity of alumina was on 'the order of 105 ohm-cm.
Conductive particles are difficult to capture by an ESP. Also, the flow profile through the
4 collection electrodes was unknown. Uneven flow distribution through the gas passage
will scour particles from the collection surface. Another variable that would work against
efficient capture is ash adhesive properties. Alumina particles had poor adhesive
characteristics at 1700°F. Particles were charged sufficiently (9 #C/g) as determined by
the charge-to-mass measurement but did not stick together.
An increase in gas velocity reduces particle collection efficiency in an ESPand this
relationship was observed in this program. Also, the precipitator had greater particle
emissions with greater inlet ash Ioadings, from 1to 4 grains/dscf and this was expected.
lt is evident from the work conducted in this program that further research is
needed for electrostatic applications in hot gas clean up technologies. Given the
limitations of the systems shortcomings that the project was reduced to, there was
successful demonstration of effective particle charging at 1700°F and 11 atmospheres.
Also, the electrostatic system showed that higher temperature and pressure applications
were feasible (neglecting material limitations).
VI.1 Recommendationsfor Future Designs
The major problem experienced during the execution of the test program was inachieving stable operation on coal water slurry. Two separate problems wereL
I '°
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encountered which preventedsuccessful combustion of the slurry; atomizer plugging and
impingement of the slurry on the combustor walls. Both the atomizer plugging and spray
impingement problems can be primarily attributed to the relatively small scale of the
facility.
Although,duringthe atomizertesting,considerableprogresswasmadeinreducing
the frequency of atomizer plugging with CWS, the longest run with CWS was
approximatelyone hour. Usinga finer grind slurry with the modifiedParker-Hannifin
nozzlemay resultin an acceptqbleperformance.
A moredifficultproblemwiththe slurryatomizationisthe impingementof the slurry
on the 5 inch internaldiametercombustor. The best solutionto both the atomizer
pluggingand spray impingementproblemswouldbe to use pulverizedcoal ratherthan
a slurryfor smallscale pressurizedcoalcombustordesigns. The use of pulverizedcoal
eliminatesthe atomizercompletelyandalsoeliminatesthe possibilityofwet slurrybuilding
up in the combustor.
Anotherconsiderationfor futureESAtestingis the difficultyinpreventingthe ash
from slagging on the combustor and transfer piping and never reaching the ESA
particularlyat gastemperaturesabove2000°F. Althoughremovingthe ash asslag inthe
combustoris a desirablefeatureof a commercialconcept,the high levelsof ash removal
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ADHESIVE ELECTRICAL FORCES ON DUST































































Figure ! II. 4 DOE - HTHP Combustor Matl - Carbon Steel
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Fi gure IV.1 DOE - HTHP Combustor Marl - Carbon Steel
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Figure IV.3 Photograph of Damaged Collection





Figure IV.4 Photograph of Glass Bulb forming on















Date Velocity Inlet Load Press. Inlet Outlet Volt Capture Water
fps gr/DSCF ATM Temp Temp kV Effic. Vapor %
F F
10/30/91 4.9 4.66 11.5 1795 1418 30 0.962 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.65 11.5 1795 1418 0 0.806 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.65 11.5 1765 1350 30 0.952 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.17 11.4 1741 1400 0 0.699 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.19 11.8 1740 1384 30 0.975 21
-
10/31/91 4.9 1.27 10.9 1776 1393 0 0.741 21
10/31/91 4.9 0.95 11.5 1760 1391 30 0.979 21
10/31/91 7.3 1.97 11.1 1707 1381 0 0.672 18
10/31/91 7.3 1.54 11.1 1707 1381 30 0.922 18
11/1/91 7.3 1.56 11.1 1692 1351 0 0.410 18
11/1/91 7.3 2.82 11.1 1773 1341 30 0.888 18
11/1/91 7.3 2.82 10.9 1769 1326 30 0.959 18







• VESSEL DIAMETER : 52" DIAMETER BY 15' LONG
• CHARGING ELECTRODE : 1-1/2" DIAMETER BY 8' LONG WITH (8)
1/4" FINS (FOUR)
• AGGLOMERATING ELECTRODE • 2" DIAMETER BY 8 ' LONG (FOUR)
• COLLECTING ELECTRODE : 4" INSIDE DIAMETER BY
5'-7-1/4" LONG (EIGHT)




PULSE VOLTAGE SOURCE • i00 KVp, 200 m_ OUTPUT
















it Pressure 10-15 atmosphere
!il Temperature 1600-2500 F (1144- 1644K)
Mass Flow Rate (}.15- 0.30 Ib/s
r.
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PES-2000 MANUAL
HAZARDS
The PES-2000 precipitator pulse generator, like the standard TR sets
in precipitators, generate very high voltages which can be fatal.
Safety, precautions to insure, that all power is off and the equipment
is properly grounded during inspection or service must be followed.
Some specific hazards are listed below. This list is by no means
conclusive, but serves as an aid for proper safety procedures°
1. SHORTING PROCEDURE.It is absolutely imperative that power is
removed from any assembly before opening for inspection or
maintenance. Both, the power to the base TR set and the PES-2000
system must be off and locked off. In addition when any assembly is
opened for inspection or maintenance it is necessary to use shorting
sticks to ground out all terminals before touching them by hand. While
work is ongoing, the shorting sticks must stay in place on the high
voltage terminals. Never rely on system shorts and interlocks alone.
2. HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITOR.The high voltage capacitor in the pulse
driver requires extra care, because neither side of it is connected to
ground and it can store lethal voltage long after the prime power has
been turned off. Consequently two grounding sticks must be used, one
on each end, to discharge the capacitor. Figure 1 shows the proper
procedure to short out this capacitor.
3. INTERCONNECTION.The PES-2000, the TR set and the precipitator are
all connected together. Both thz TR set and the PES-2000 system must
be disconnected from power, before the different assemblies can be
shorted out.
4. ELECTRONICS IN THE CONTROL CABINET.Zt is not safe to touch the
electronics in the control cabinet even if the power to it is turned
off as long as the precipitator TR is on, A spark in the precipitator
can couple a transient of lethal voltage through the high voltage
capacitor into the control cabinet of the PES-2000.
The same is true for the TR set. It is not safe as long as the
PES-2000 system is operating, because of the coupling effect between
pulser and precipitatator.
5. INTERLOCKS. It is important to use interlocks. These interlocks
should provide access to the high voltage portion of the PES-2000, the
TR set and the precipitator only after power to the TR set and the
PES-2000 has been turned off. Another interlock should automatically
turn off the power to the PES-2000 system, when power to the TR set
has been removed for any reason.
6. COVERS. The access covers on the pulse driver top, the transformer,
and the doors on the pulse driver and the electronics cabinet must be
closed securely when any part of the precipitator system is energized.
Some parts in the pulse driver tanks and some in the transformer and
the electronics cabinet are energized from the precipitator TR set
even if the pulse system is switched off.
7. SHORTING OUT THE PRECIPITATOR When working on the precipitator it
is imperative to turn off both the TR set and the PES-2000 system.
Further it is absolutely necessary to use shorting sticks while
working on the precipitator. Never rely on the system shorts alone.
8= HIGH VOLTAGE CABLES Some installations use high voltage cables. If
they are used, remember they carry high voltages, up to 65,000 volts.
They can be dangerous if punctured, cut, or damaged in any way.
Furthermore, they can catch fire if repeated discharges are allowed to
occur through a punctured cable insulation or along a surface track.
9. DRIVER ELECTRONICS HAS LETHAL VOLTAGES It is easy to remember thathigh voltage is on the precipitator and the pulse driver. But the
driver electronics also has lethal voltages. It has the 208 VAC 3
phase line and it has a 250 VDC supply. Furthermore it has capacitor
banks charged to 250 VOC and 400 VDC.Any of these supRlies can be
lethal, and any of the capacitors can store lethal voltage long after
the prime power is off.
I
lO. ELECTRONICS COMMON NOT GROUND The DC power common in the
electronics cabinet is not ground. It rides on the 3 phase input
i voltage. That common has lethal voltages on it.
ll. FIRE Both the pulse driver and the electronics cabinet have oil
filled capacitol_. In the unlikely event a capacitor should become
i, overheated, they can burn. Furthermore, there is a possibility an
overheated capacitor could burst into flames when the door is opened
and it gets additional oxygen. The same is true of the high voltage
transformer. Consequently it is necessary to have electric grade fire
extinguishers in easy reach at all times.
i 12. EQUIPMENT GROUNDS The frames of all equipment should be securelyi








Pulse energization is the application of short duration, high
voltage pulses onto the base voltage of a conventionally energized
precipitator. The base voltage, from the normal TR set, is usually set
below the onset of sparking. The pulse voltage superimposed on the
base voltage generates a high density ion cloud uniformly distributed
along the discharge electrode in the precipitator. The high density
ion cloud produced by the pulse voltage enhances particle charging
above normal levels and thereby improves the effectiveness of the
electrostatic precipitator.
The benefits of pulse energization are most pronounced where
the electrostatic generator is poorly energized. A classical example
of a poorly energized precipitator is one where voltage has been
reduced because of high resistivity dust and, perhaps, back corona.
Another way to look at pulse energization of electrostatic
precipitators is that it gives another degree of freedom in the
electrical control of the precipitation process. The pulse amplitude
and repetition rate can be adjusted to provide the optimum amount of
corona current and the DC base voltage can be independently adjusted
to a desire_ sparking rate. Previously, the only control was
precipitator voltage and it may not have been possible to reach an
optimum setting corona production and sparking.
The primary components of the pulse energization system are
the pulse driver, the high voltage transformer, and the electronics
cabinet. The PUlse driver, usually located on the precipitator roof,
generates the high voltage pulses. The high voltage transformer is
often, but not necessarily, located close to the pulse driver. It
provides the high voltage to the pulse driver. The electronics
cabinet provides energization to the high voltage transformer. It
includes the system controls for operator use, mostly on-off
switching, and the control for pulse amplitude and repetition rate.
The base voltage is provided by a seperate TR set. An inductor
and capacitor are installed between the TR set and the precipitator to
keep the high voltage pulses from entering the TR set. Normal
operation of the TR set is not changed, however. It can be operated
without the pulse driver being on,
This manual deals with the PES-20OO pulse driver system. It
does not cover the precipitator or the operation of the DC TR set




The PES-2000 system consists of one pulse charger, one high
voltage transformer, and one electronics cabinet with the appropriate
interconnection cables.
Input Power
208 VAC line to line, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 14 amps. Line inrush
normally is 60 amps for up to 3 cycles at turn on and fault reset.
Input voltages between 190 VAC and 250 VAC can be accommodated with
tap adjustments in the electronics cabinet. The electronic circuit
automatically accomodates voltage variations of plus or minus 7_.
Pulse Rate
Pulse rate is adjustable from 50 to 150 pulse per second with
an adjustment inside the electronics cabinet, Once set, the rate is
constant within 5% for all effects of aging and temperature.
Environment, Pulse Driver and High Voltage Transformer
Temperature from -40 degrees C to +60 degrees C storage.
Temperature from -40 degrees C to +50 degrees C operating. The pulse
driver and the high voltage transformer are suitable for outdoor
install'ation,
_Environment, Electronics Cabinet
Temperature from -40 to +60 degrees C storage. Temperature
from -40 to +35 degrees C operating. The electronics cabinet is not




Pulse driver size: 28" x 28" x 72"
Pulse driver weight" 465 lb.
High Voltage transformer size: 18" dia x 48" h.
High Voltage transformer weight: 800 ]b.
Electronic cabinet size" 25" x 30" x 72"




The operation of the pulse energization system is largely
automatic so there are few controls. This section gives a list of
controls and indicators and describes their functions. All are
located in the pulse power supply control cabinet. The switches,
elapsed time indicator, circuit breakers, and power-on lights are
located on the panel just inside the main cabinet door. In addition,
there is a column of indicator lights on the Texas Instrument Type 510
Programmmable Controller which can be seen by looking over the top of
the control panel.
a. CONTROL PANEL
(I) AC ON RED INDICATOR LIGHT. The light is on when the AC
input power is present and the two circuit breakers are switched on.
(2) PULSE POWER ON GREEN INDICATOR LIGHT. The light is on
when the pulse power supply is on.
(3) CONTROL POWER SINGLE POLE CIRCUIT BREAKER. This circuit
breaker supplies power to the control circuits of the equipment. In
addition to this circuit breaker there are two control power fuses on
the back of the lower inside hinged panel.
'(4) POWER ON TWO POSITION SWITCH. When AC power is present
and the circuit breakers are on, this switch turns on the pulser. The
actual turn-on sequence of the various circuits is controlled by the
machine. The POWER ON switch is also used to reset latched interlocks
by switching to the OFF position and then back ON.
(5) ELAPSED TIME METER. The meter indicates total accumulated
operating time of the equipment.
(6).VOLTAGE CONTROL SWITCH. This switch manually energizes
the spark gap space control motor in the pulser. After activating
either an INCREASE or DECREASE command, the switch will spring back to
the center off position.
b. CONTROLLER INDICATOR LIGHTS
There is a row of red indicator lights on the TI510
' _5 m
programmable controller. They show the status of the inputs and
outputs of the controller and are a good indicator of the status of
the machine. The top eight lights, YI through YS, indicate the control
outputs and the bottom 12 lights. X9 through X20, indicate the control
inputs. The numbers on the lights correspond to the numbers on the
terminal strip where the actual control inputs and outputs are
connected. Outputs YI through YS, are 115 VAC. The inputs, X9 - X14,
are wired for 115 VAC and inputs, X15 - X20 ,are wired for 28 VDC
input. The lights, however, work the same for all inputs.
Unused inputs and outputs, ones with nothing connected to
their terminals, do not give meaningful signals. An input or output
must have an external load for the light to operate correctly.
(I) YI 3 Phase Contactor. Supplies 115 VAC to the coil of
the 3 Phase Contactor which energizes the high power electronics.
(2) Y2 Trigger Power. Supplies 115 VAC to the power supply
for the power trigger electronics. In a normal turn-on sequence Y2
comes on one second after YI to allow the high voltage power supply to
come on and stabilize before the pulse trigger is started.
(3) Y3 Gap Motor Open. Provides the 115 VAC to the spark
gap control motor to increase the gap space.
(4) Y4 Gap Motor Close. Provides the 115 VAC to the spark gap
control motor to reduce the gap space.
(5) Y5 Gap Close Fault. The control system monitors the
duration of gap close operation. If the gap motor is continuously
energized to close for 90 seconds the Y5 light will come on and the
pulse power supply will be switched off.
Conditions which can cause a gap close fault include faulty
gap motor assembly, a break in the 115 VAO wires to the gap motor, a
small or no signal from the output current monitor in the pulser, a
cable fault if cable is used between the pulse power supply and the
pulser, or simply starting with the gap too wide open to recover
within 90 seconds.
The light and its interlock are self-latching so it will
remain'ON and the power section will remain OFF until reset by
switching the POWER ON switch OFF and then ON.
(6) Y6 Interlock Open Latch. Light is ON when pulser has
tripped off due to an open interlock.
(7) Y7 Not Used.
(8) Y8 Overcurrent Latch. The light Y8 shows when the
machine has.shut off from overcurrent. A single overcurrent will not
latch the machine off; after an overcurrent the supply is switched off
and then on again in an effort to automatically restart. If more than
5 overcurrents happen within 6 minutes, then the supply is switched
off until manually reset. Manual reset is done by switching POWER ON
off and then on.
(9) X9 Power ON Switch. The X9 input and light are energized
by the POWER ON _witch when it is in the ON position.
(I0) XIO Not used.
(11) X11 Gap Open. The X11 input and light are energized
when the VOLTAGE CONTROL (or manual gap) switch is in the INCREASE (or
open gap) position.
(12) X12 Gap Close. The X12 input and light are energized
when th_ VOLTAGE CONTROL (or manual gap) switch is in the DECREASE. (or
close gap) position.
(13) X13 Overtemperature. When the temperature inside the
pulser .control cabinet exceeds the setpoint, the X13 light goes out.
(14) X14 Interlock. The X14 input and light are energized
vJhen the access interlock switch is intact. When the access door is
open the X14 light goes out and high voltage power is switched off.
(15) X15 Not Used.
(16) X16 Not Used.
(177 Xl? Overcurrent. X17 is energized during periods of
overcurrent. The light is not latched, so it is on only in the brief
period of main power 3 phase line overcurrent. When overcurrent
occurs, the main power 3 phase contactor is opened, but it wi 11 close
again within a second to try again. If more than 5 overcurrents
happen within 6 minutes, the controller will shut off the main 3 phase
power contactor and quit trying to restart. When the main power is





a. Switch on MAIN POWER circuit breaker.
b, Switch on CONTROL POWER circuit breaker. The red POWER ON light
should come on.
c. Activate POWER ON switch. The main power contactor will energize
7
[
and I second later output pulses will be generated. The green PULSE
POWER ON light should be on and the ELAPSED TIME meter should be
running.
d. The sequence of turn-on is not critical. If desired the CONTROL
POWER circuit breaker can be left on.
e. To turn the system off, the POWER-ON switch and the MAIN POWER
circuit breaker should be turned off.
ADJUSTING THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
The output voltage is adjusted by turning the pulse voltage switch on
the console to either the RAISE VOLTAGE or LOWER VOLTAGE position. The
actual voltage can be read by the lOkV'lV voltage divider and an
oscilloscope. The signal from the voltage divider can be accessed by
the BNC male plug, which protrudes from the electrical junction box on
one side of the pulser. For convenient reading set the scope at a
sweep speed of 5msec/division. The polarity of the signal from the
voltage divider is positive.
J
ADJUSTING THE PULSE REPETITION RATE
A pulse rate meter is supplied with the control cabinet. The rate
meter should be connected via a coax cable to the BNC-T on the
junction box on the side of the control cabinet. The pulse rate can be
read direct'Iv-from this meter and also from an oscilloscope while
measuring the pulse voltage. The rate can be adjusted by opening the
top control panel in the control cabinet and turning the rate adjust
potentiometer on the trigger board. (See figures I and 2) Clockwise




Status Lights on Programmable Controller
YI 3 Phase Contactor ON when pulse power is ON
Y2 28V DC Power ON when pulse power is ON
Y3 Increase Pulse Voltage ON when gap is opening
Y4 Decrease Pulse Voltage ON wherj gap is closing
Y5 Gap Close Fault ON when gap has been closing for more than
90 seconds
Y6 Interlock Open Latch ON when pulser has tripped on open interloc
Y7 Not Used
Y8 Overcurrent Latch ON when pulser has tripped on overcurrent
, after five restarts
X9 AC ON ON when control power is ON
XIO Not Used
Xll Manual Gap Open AC ON when manual INCREASE is used
X12 Manual'Gap Close AC ON when manual DECREASE is used
X13 Overtemperature AC Normally ON, OFF after overtemperature trip
X14 Interlock AC Normally ON, OFF when interlock is open
X15 Not Used
X16 Not Used








Should the system malfunction and shut off, the first step should be a
recording of the on-off status of all the lights on the TZ
programmable controller. From the status of the lights, most of the
potential problems canbe identified. Typical examples are listed
below:
Y5 is ON. Gap mi__ose Fault. When a gap close fault occurs it means that
the controller has had a continuous signal for 90 seconds to reduce
the gap spacing, Conditions which can cause this include a faulty gap
motor assembly, a break in the 115 VAC l_ne to the gap motor, a small
or no signal from the output current mon wtor in the pulser, or a gap
that was too wide open to close enough in 90 seconds to match the
actual charging time with the preset charging time. The latter can be
cured by resetting the POWERON switch end proividing the gap an
additional 90 seconds closure time. If the problem persists, it might
be that the gap was too close _nd an inadequate output signal was
generated. To ¢heck thi_ possibility, turn the VOLTAGE CONTROL knob to
INCREASE for approximately 2d seconds before resetting the POWER ON
switch.
Y8 is ON. Overcurrent Latch. If Y8 is on it means that a_ least five
overcurrents have occurred on the 3 phase power line within the last 6
minutes. Y8 sta_s latched until manually reset with the POWER ON
switch. Overcurrent can be caused by shorts in the low voltage
capacitor banks, SCR tailbiting, flashovers etc.
Individual overcurrents man be noticed by observing the X17 light.
Occasional overcurrents are dealt with by automatic restarts,
X13 is OFF. Overtem_er_ture. A temperature switch is located inside
_he pulser control cabinet. If the cabinet temperature exceeds the
setpoint, this switch will opsn and the X13 light will be off. The
pulser cannot be restarted until this switch cools off and closes.
When this happens, the X13 light will come back on.
=
X14 is OFF. Interlock. The pulse power contactor is controlled through
a series of three switches. Two switches are on the upper and lower
hinged p_nels inside the pulser control cabinet and the third is an
auxiliary switch. If m mwitch is open, power to the pulser will be
interrupted and the X14 light will be off,
If this circuit was interruptea while the pulser was on , Y6 will be
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FIGURE 2 LOCATION OF RATE ADJUSTMENT POTENTIOMETER
CONTROL POWER
. /


















CLEAN ESA CURRENT-VOLTAGEPLOTAT 800 F























,, ,, ,, .H
TEMPERATURES (F)
ATMOS 1 3 6 12 15
INLET 866 857 788 868 960
TOP 641 688 628 722 745
OUTLET 683 805 667 810 841
DUCT 700 734 764 704 797







CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA FOR 800 DEGREES F (8-23-91) USING STEAM.
ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KILOVOLT MILLIAMPS
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2;0: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0: 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
•14.0:, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5;0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:6;0: 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
l _ 7;0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:8;0:: 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9;01 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_i:_10;O SPARK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 ;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
iil!E_:i 12;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:_i_i_13;01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16,0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
17:o o.1 o.o o.o o.o
_:!!ii!!iiiii!!i_:i !8:01._:l 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
:_i_ 19,0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_ii!iiiii;__:20; 01 2.5 O.0 0.0 O.0
:_:_:_12i:;0. TRIP 0.0 0.0 0.0
•., .
_;_i!iiii!:i_i!i22;0: O.0 O.0 O.0
• iiiiii' !'23;o o.o o.o o.o
124.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
• , ;:.:.
_ili!::iiiiiiiiiii_25;O: 0.0 0.0 0.0_ ..... • ....
iiii_i;ii:!!i!26;0:i 0.1 0.0 0.0
I 27;0 0.4 0.0 0.08. 1.0 . .
i:_;_ :_i_!29;0:: 2.9 O.0 O.0
I _:_:_::_i:::!i i! 30_O:!: TRI P O.0 O.0
I 31;0 0.0 0.0_i; _,.%?.;0 . .
TEMPERATURES (F)
ATMOS 1 3 6 12 15
INLET 1020 1010 974
TOP 774 765 758
OUTLET 906 917 880
DUCT 884 887 666
TOP COIL1 645 654 661
TOP COIL2 593 608 634
BUSHING 1 356 361 358
BUSHING 2 366 370 368
FLANGE 1 154 155 156
FLANGE 2 125 126 126
54" TEMP
CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA FOR 1000 DEGREES F (8-26-91) USING STEAM.
ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KILOVOLT MILLIAMPS
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6;0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7:0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:8;0 SPARK 0.0 0.0
: 9.0 0.0 0.0
i!i_i_i:i_i110;O 0.0 0.0































..... _ II_lp II
TEMPERATURES (F)
ATMOS 1 3 6 12 15
INLET 1161 1189 1188 1270 1221
TOP 771 807 831 908 881
OUTLET 891 947 932 999 976
DUCT 1037 1017 991 1019 954
TOP COIL1 683 716 745 797 790
TOP COIL2 630 675 712 778 760
BUSHING 1 362 354 357 350 364
BUSHING 2 370 368 371 345 321
FLANGE 1 150 150 149 147 148
FLANGE 2 122 122 122 122 121
CURRENT-VOLTAGEDATAFOR1200 DEGREESF (8-26-91) USING STEAM.
ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KILOVOLT MILLIAMPS
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.0 SPARK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7_0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_ 11.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12,0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
_i:_!ii::13.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0, ,....
i!_ii_14:0: 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
15.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
ql
16.0 TRIP 0.0 0.0 0.0
17_0 0.0 0.0 0.0
18,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:_:ii:i!_::i_:19.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:! :::i: 20:0 0.1 0.0 0.0
• ,i_il _!21_:o: o.1 o.o o.o
u ....._ 22_0 0.2 0.0 0.0
m •i!!i_._,..:23:o o.s o.o o.o
:__:_i24;0 1.0 0.0 0.0
25.0 1.9 0.0 0.0
_i_:iii_!,i_.26:0. 3.0 o.o o.o
:_;:_i_:i!Ii_27:0 5.0 O.0 O.0
28,0 TRIP 0.1 0.0
29.0 0.4 0.0
:i_i_ii i:._i30,0 O.7 O.0
: : "::" :"i_i:::i:i:: ,
:i;ii_!!;__31; 0 O.9 O.0
32.0 1.0 0.1
ii =
CLEAN ESA CURRENT-VOLTAGE PLOT AT 1200F










2,0 4.,0 6,0 B,O 10.0 12,0 14.,0 16,0 IB,O 20,0 22,024.,0 26,0 2B,O 30,0 32,0
KILOVOLTS
o 3 ATM + 6 ATM o 12 AIM
TEMPERATURES (F)
ATMOS 1 3 6 12 15
INLET 1205 1230 1205 1255 1200
TOP 792 772 773 813 825
OUTLET 969 972 956 946 909
DUCT 1010 1000 954 918 893







CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA FOR 1200 DEGREES F (8-23-91) USING STEAM.
ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KILOVOLT MILLIAMPS
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 0.0
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7,0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8_O1 SPARK 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
• 10;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11.0 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ii 12;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13;01 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
14.0 0.2 0.0 0,0 0.0
15,0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
16,0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
17.0 SPARK 0.0 0.0 0.0
_;_i: 18;0• 0.0 0.0 0.0
19,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_:z_ 20;0 0.0 0.0 0.0
• :.: :::
1 21;0 0.1 0.0 0.0
ii _ 22,O_ 0.1 0.0 0.0
o _i!23;0 0.1 0.0 0.0
.li 24.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
d i_iiiii_25;0:: 0.5 0.0 0,0
_::_ 26,01 1.1 0.0 0.0
I 27,0 1.8 0.0 0.08. 3.2 . .
i i_-.:_29'0 TRIP 0.0 0.0




CLEAN ESA CURRENT-VOLTAGE PLOT AT 1500F
















mm m m m ml, mm m lm m mlm m m m -- -
o ,_T_._T,._T7,_T9,_T'T'T'3""T'ST"T,'l'v.. . v......,,,..,._..,,_..,l',,, , ,7.Ol,9.o/2,.ol23.ol25.ol2_.ol2_.ol3;.ol2.04.06.0,,.o, .o12.oI,.o,_.o,,.o20.022.024.02_.o2a.o3 .o_2.o
KILOVOLTS






ATMOS 1 3 6 12 15
INLET 1493 1581 1659 1551
TOP 1010 1036 1034 967
OUTLET 119a 1289 1309 1221
DUCT 1310 1336 1333 1259







CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA FOR 1500 DEGREES F (8-23-91) USING STEAM.
ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KILOVOLT M_LLIAMPS
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.C 0.0
• 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
_/_ 6.0:i 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 11
_ _ .... 7 D 0 • O . 0 O . 0 O . 0 O . 0 O . 0
_ii_i 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
;ii_i_i;._ 9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
i_:_:iiiii_iii_:_.1O,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0.............
ii_!i!ii_:iiiii!_,.11::0 0.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.0
_i!i!i!i• 12,0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
.<
!_i_ 13;0 SPARK 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
14.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
15.0 SPARK 0.1 0.0 0.0
i_i :_!6i0. 0.2 0.0 0.0
:.!iii!_iii!i!__:.!_17J01:: 0.5 0.0 O.1
_i_il;ii_i_._18,01. 0.9 0.1 0.1
_!i!!ii!i!i__i_:_iig:o i 1.5 0.2 0.1
i iiii!!_:i 20:0 2.1 0.2 0.2
;ii!iiiiiiiiii!2T_O 4.0 0.5 0.4
:,:.>:;.;.:.• ; , . •
ii_ 22_0 5.3 0.8 0.7
_i::iiiiiiiii_::_23.01 8.0 0.9 0.9
....,..,.,,,. _: :.:.:.. .
i_:iiii!i_:i::i!iii:_!!!24 O 10.0 1.0 1.0
_iii!!:.::.:::i25_0 15.9 1.3 1.0,.





iiiiiil 3I:0 7.8 2.4
,<>:.
'_!_ 32.01 9.3 3.0
l ....
J





!.__ __2- / /f
I -
o ,.o'=T-_.o"=T-5To-,_7.0"=_T¢o-T,_ol ,3 ,_ _, _q , , __'o ','o' 'o' ,'o' 2,'o'2"o
2.0 4.C 6.0 B.0 I0.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 1B,5 20.0 22.0
KILOVOLTS







TEMPERATURES (F) IN 30 MINUTE INTERVALS
INLET 1634 1539 1455 1701
TOP 945 935 908 1056
OUTLET 1228 1125 1107 1364
DUCT 1227 1266 1347 1376
TOP COIL1 769 768 706 727
TOP CO_L2 736 724 657 665
BUSHING 1 231 375 366 372
BUSHING 2 339 366 357 358
FLANGE 1 161 159 159 159
FLANGE 2 127 123 127 127
CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA FOR 1500 DEGREES F (8-19-91) USING STEAM
' ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KI LOVOLT MILLIAMPS
i+_.:_ 101 00 00 00
2_01 00 00 00
! 3.0: 0.0 0.0 0.04.O 0 0 .
iil s,o oo oo oo
6,0 00 00 00
• i:._ 7:10. 00 00 0.0
_:_:iill 8_0: 0.0 0.0 0.0
.... 9.0. 0.0 0.0 0o0
!iii! 1oiO._ oo oo oo
_iii:._11:o:_:_ o.s o.o o.o
ii!i 12.01 13 00 00
130 30 05 00
14.01 SPARKING 09 00
i 15_0 1.8 00
!!!+!ii!i! 3o os






,= i_i!il 22.01 3.0
i I,,i:i:i:_:i:i:i:i::,:,i" "_
•_iiliil;::ii!i:_i_i:23:0:: 4.8
:+ 24 01 TRIP
! 25,0
CLEAN ESA CURRENT-VOLTAGE PLOT AT 1800F










2.0 4..0 6.0 8.0 I0.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 IBo0 20.0 22.0 24.0 26.0 2B.0 30.0 32.0
KIL(NOLTS
13 6 ATM + 12 AIM o 15 AIM
{
TEMPERATURES (F)
ATMOS 1 3 6 12 15
INLET 1545 1753 1794 1845 1628
TOP 891 976 922 955 963
OUTLET 990 1332 1279 1278 1166
DUCT 1369 1389 1374 1264 1147
TOP COIL1 626 678 749 828 847
TOP COIL2 599 643 727 817 812
BUSHING 1 365 357 366 360 366
BUSHING 2 370 362 370 370 376
FLANGE 1 128 128 132 137 42
FLANGE 2 107 107 109 112 115
54WTEMP
CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA FOR 1800 DEGREES F (8-26-91) USING STEAM.
ATMOSPHERES
1.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 15.0
KILOVOLT MILLIAMPS
ii!ii 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
: "::i : '
::_ 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
•.
_iZEI_3.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.0 0.o
::i:.!ili:_iii!il:::_:_:4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0...... .
:::_:iiiii!ii!'_i_ s:o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
iiil!ii!!!iii:_ e.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
iiiii_:_:iiii_:iiii: 7;0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:'_!ii_,!i!:,!',i',i'_'/8:o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o
:_i!iiiiiii::iiiiiil;....9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
:::::::::::::::::::::::::
'i;il;iiiii!ii;_,:lO,0:_ 0.0 o.0 0.0 0.o 0.0
: ,.,:.:.:.:.;.:.;.:. ,.
ii_i!_ii!!ili!il::_:11.0 SPARK 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
: ;,:.>:.:.:,:+,:.:: : :.
_iiiiiiiiiil;ii!iiiii:ii12.01. 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
:i:i:!: :!8 :i:i:i:K:::F::.
_iii!i::iii!i ii! !il:!13.0 SPARK 0.0 0.0 0.0
iii_: !ii!14.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0
iii:ili 15.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
,.;.:
iiiiiiiii!ii;:i:_ 16.0. 0.2 0.0 0.0
::::::::::::::::::::::.
::!ii':ii;i;iiiil;!i::i,.!i17:o:: 0.3 o.o o.o
iiiiiiiiiiiii.ii'_iiiiiii::_s:o:::: o.s o._ o.o
!i!i!!!!iiii!i!iiii'_!_:!l9.0 o.s o.2 o.li!iiiiiii!iiii i :o 1.o
1:0: 1.6 0.4 0.2
i:.i::i ;ii::i::iiiiiii!!:.iii2,'?..:0" TRi P 0.6 0.2
! i i _:o,:_ o.s o.s
:24. .... .9 .3
i i 6:0::" 1.0 0.4





!:::i::ij jiiiiii!::iif.!3,?..01 4.0 1.2
_iii!iiiii;ililili_:::
iiZiii!!!!!:i i;iZ..,,,...
CLEAN ESA CURRENT-VOLTAGE PLOT AT 1600F













2,0 4.0 6,0 8,0 10,0 12,0 14,0 16,0 11t,0 20,0 22,0 21.,0 26,0 21t,0 30,0 32,0
KI_TS












TOP COIL1 851 845
TOP COIL2 830 842
BUSHING 1 363 361
BUSHING 2 372 376
FLANGE 1 145 147
FLANGE 2 118 125





.'_ 1.0 0.0 0.0
: 2.0 0.0 0.0
3.0: 0.0 0.0
: :i::ii:illZ:i_:i:4.O1 0.0 0.0
:':::::. >::, :





ii!' ii _ia:o o.o o.o
- .::i,;i_ii:ie.o:_i o.o o.o
_ ili!iiiiiii_0:o:: o.o o.o: ,.:.1.:,:.:,:; :
: ii'4!ii i'/:!!;i _i_:i_i!:=',oi_ o.o o.o
:_iiiii_,iii!:,i:,ii',_:_0'.:.i' o.o o.o
_::_iiii!iii_:_!_:_l3.0 ::._ O.0 O.0
ii!i!{::ii4:0 o.o o.o
: ...... 15:0 0.0 0.0..
:::::_.........16,0 0.0 0.0
: :l :: i_::i! !: 1i7;0,: 0.0 0.0
::ii:iiiiiii:,iiiiiii_a:o:::o.1 o.o
i !!i_:9;0} 0.2 0.0
i! 20;0: ] 0.4 0.0
I ilii:i12!:o! 0.7 o..1
I i_iO!il o.9 o._
-- ,_::_:_:o:::_, ,.o o.2
] I24,01 1.2 0.2
Iiiiiiiiiiiiiii2s.°!! _.4 o.s
[!!i!ii::!il]i!iiiiiiiS!26;0 ::::! 2.0 0.9
]!':!'_i_:!!':i_i;::!i::::!_'_:o:i 2.3 1.3
I ::::,_,i.....2e.o 3.0 1.9
l: iiiiiiiiiiiiii::i29_0: 4.0 2.8
I!i::i!iiiii!::!!i!i:.!ii!!30_O_:i6.2 4.0
-_ Ii 31.o 8s s..-,11.o
I,, ! i li














Summary of ESP Collection Efficiency
Shakedown Testing Using Alumina
Date Velocity Inlet Load Press. Inlet Outlet Volt Capture Water
fps gr/DSCF ATM Temp Temp kV Effic. Vapor %
F F
10/30/91 4.9 4.66 11.5 1795 1418 30 0.962 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.65 11.5 1795 1418 0 0.806 21
10/31/91 4.g 1.65 11.5 1765 1350 30 0.952 21
I
10/31/91 4.9 1.17 11.4 1741 1400 0 0.699 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.19 11.8 1740 1384 30 0.975 21
10/31/91 4.9 1.27 10.9 1776 1393 0 0.741 21
10/31/gl 4.9 0.95 11.5 1760 1391 30 0.979 21
10/31/91 7.3 1.97 11.1 1707 1381 0 0.672 18
10/31/91 7.3 1.54 11.1 1707 1381 30 0.922 18
11/1/91 7.3 1.56 11.1 1692 1351 0 0.410 18
z 11/1/91 7.3 2.82 11.1 1773 1341 30 0.888 18









Cascade Impactor Data of ESP Inlet Sampling Alumina
Run #1, Nov 01, 1991
Conditions 350° F, and 15 atm.
Impactor % Cumulative Effective
Stage Tare (g) Final (g) Net (g) % in Size LessThan Cut
Range Size Range Diameter
30.7396 31.111 0.018
1 21.0894 21.4863 0.3969 29.034 70.966 5.0
2 22.0720 22.3042 0.2322 16.986 53.980 3.1
3 22.5866 22.8277 0.2411 17.637 36.342 2.1
4 15.3450 15.4600 0.1150 8.413 27.930 1.5
5 11.1713 11.2213 0.0500 3.658 24.272 0.9
6 11.0905 11.1007 0.0102 0.746 23.526 0.5
7 11.2119 11.2150 0.0031 0.227 23.299 0.31
8 21.6190 21.6214 0.0024 0.176 23.124 0.21
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